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Clustering serves a vital role in the operation of Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs)
by continually grouping highly mobile vehicles into logical hierarchical structures. These
moving clusters support Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) applications and message
routing by establishing a more stable global topology. Clustering increases scalability of
the VANET by eliminating broadcast storms caused by packet flooding and facilitate
multi-channel operation. Clustering techniques are partitioned in research into two
categories: active and passive. Active techniques rely on periodic beacon messages from
all vehicles containing location, velocity, and direction information. However, in areas of
high vehicle density, congestion may occur on the long-range channel used for beacon
messages limiting the scale of the VANET. Passive techniques use embedded information
in the packet headers of existing traffic to perform clustering. In this method, vehicles not
transmitting traffic may cause cluster heads to contain stale and malformed clusters. This
dissertation presents a hybrid active/passive clustering technique, where the passive
technique is used as a congestion control strategy for areas where congestion is detected in
the network. In this case, cluster members halt their periodic beacon messages and utilize
embedded position information in the header to update the cluster head of their position.
This work demonstrated through simulation that the hybrid technique reduced/eliminated
the delays caused by congestion in the modified Distributed Coordination Function (DCF)
process, thus increasing the scalability of VANETs in urban environments. Packet loss
and delays caused by the hidden terminal problem was limited to distant, non-clustered
vehicles. This dissertation report presents a literature review, methodology, results,
analysis, and conclusion.
Keywords: VANET, Clustering, WAVE, 802.11p, Active, Passive, Congestion Control
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Background
Vehicle Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) are an exciting domain of research which enables the
exchange of data between moving vehicles and infrastructure. VANETs enable the creation of
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) which will provide improved traffic congestion avoidance,
safety systems, and in-car information and entertainment systems (Eze, Zhang, Liu, & Eze,
2016). Therefore, automobile industry, government, and academia have partnered together to
fund research to establish communication standards for ITSs.
Research efforts on standardization have led to the developmental work towards a common
physical layer based on the ad hoc mode operating in the 5.9 GHz band established by the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) known as the Dedicated Short Range
Communications (DSRC) in 1999. Since then, IEEE engineers have been drafting the Wireless
Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) and 802.11p standards (Cooper, Franklin, Ros,
Safaei, & Abolhasan, 2017). These standards have led to the creation of new VANET research
spanning various network layers and to the proposal of new ideas which will improve the
services provided by ITSs.
One of the popular areas of VANET research is developing algorithms which partition
moving vehicles into logical groups called clusters. Well-formed clusters will greatly reduce
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unnecessary transmission overhead due to route discovery, which typically involves packet
flooding to establish a route. The logically formed clusters may also serve the foundation for
traffic congestion and accident detection used in future ITSs. The transmission load on
infrastructure may be reduced by leveraging a hierarchical design formed by clustering.
(Cooper et al., 2017) categorizes clustering algorithms into active and passive techniques.
This work describes these techniques in detail and identifies problems with each one, then
presents a hybrid solution, with results, which addressed the shortfalls of both.

Problem Statement
Excess control overhead of active VANET clustering techniques causes network congestion
on the long range control channel bandwidth, significantly reducing throughput and scalability
(Cooper et al., 2017), while passive VANET clustering techniques are vulnerable to packet loss
due to high node mobility in sporadic network conditions (Cooper et al., 2017; Sheng-Shih & YiShiun, 2010) because of the partial clustering problem (Kwon, 2000).
(Cooper et al., 2017) have found that no hybrid or dynamically-switched active-passive
clustering techniques have been proposed in literature to this date. In addition, (Cooper et al.,
2017) determined that the optimal algorithm for performing clustering in VANETs is not yet
settled. Most VANET clustering techniques focus on cluster head (CH) selection using state
information to determine the most stable clusters, without addressing other important factors of
clustering algorithm design, such as limiting control overhead.
Passive Clustering Problem – Sporadic Cluster Maintenance
All passive clustering (PC) techniques require consistent network traffic to be effective
because updates to the cluster can only be made by traffic generated from applications. In a high
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mobility scenario, this can result in partial clustering, where a cluster head may lose connectivity
to their members due to infrequent updates to the cluster. (Kwon, 2000) noted that the partial
clustering problem can be solved with sufficient traffic or network protocol aids, yet did not offer
any specific solutions. In practice, network traffic is generally sporadic, thus updates to the
cluster formation and maintenance will also be sporadic. Therefore, PC techniques are more
vulnerable to high node mobility and the topology may not adapt as quickly as an active
approach (Cooper et al., 2017).
In addition, ad hoc routing protocols utilize PC to minimize the overhead of packet flooding
when requesting routes; it initially chooses routes through cluster heads and gateways. This may
not be the optimal route and could lead to an increased risk of network congestion due to routing
bottlenecks in high packet traffic scenarios. (Kwon, 2000) stated this was the cost of lowering
the overhead in packet flooding. These problems may be overcome by ad hoc routing protocols
utilizing a route minimization technique. Since PC requires all nodes to be in promiscuous
mode, downstream nodes may listen for packets more than one hop upstream along the route and
may be able to remove unnecessary hops and distribute routes more evenly across nodes.
Active Clustering Problem – Control Channel Congestion
Most clustering methods in research fall into the active category, which is characterized by
using separate beacon/control messages to “actively” maintain the cluster. Beacon/control
messages in the active clustering technique contain position, speed and direction information
(also known as mobility information) and are broadcast at a control channel interval on a long
range channel (Cooper et al., 2017). In areas where there are a large amount of moving vehicles
within a relatively small area, such as in a city, the long range control channel may become
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congested as every vehicle is contending for a finite amount of time on the channel (Jabbarpour,
Noor, Khokhar, & Ke, 2014).
Beacon messages may also contain security overhead such as digital certificates. (Jabbarpour,
Noor, Khokhar, & Ke, 2014) estimated beacon frames may be a total of 250-800 bytes in length.
The Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) standard recommends a beacon interval of
100 milliseconds to provide real-time updates to safety ITS applications ("IEEE Std 1609.32016," 2016). The supported data rates for the DSRC 10 MHz control channel ranges from
3Mbps to 27Mbps, however lower data rates have been shown to perform well against noise and
interference (Lv et al., 2016) which is highly probable in an urban environment. The DSRC
recommends a rate of 6 Mbps as a tradeoff between reliability and speed. (Lv et al., 2016) found
that 802.11p vehicle-to-vehicle communication is considered reliable at this rate with a
communication range of 300 meters. With this information, an estimated minimum data rate
can be determined to support beacon messages on the control channel.
Control Channel Throughput Estimation
Consider a typical high traffic scenerio with a highway of 8 lanes passing through a city.
Vehicles are an average of 5 meters in length, with an average of 30 meters between each
vehicle. An effective urban transmission range of 400 meters thus translates to a diameter of 800
meters of vehicles within transmission range along a highway. The number of vehicles that may
be in transmission range at any one point along the highway is estimated in the calculation
below.

8

35

∗ 800
/ ℎ

≈ 180

ℎ
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This estimate does not include vehicles in transmission range traveling on nearby access roads
or bridges. The DSRC recommends beaconing every 100 milliseconds and with an estimated
beacon frame size of 500 bytes (Hafeez, Anpalagan, & Zhao, 2016); the required control channel
throughput can now be estimated as follows:
180

ℎ

∗ 10

∗ 500

∗8

= 7.2

This throughput exceeds the DSRC recommended throughput of 6 Mbps by 20% resulting in
a congested control channel and consequently delaying mobility information of surrounding
moving vehicles.
VANET Congestion Control Strategy Analysis
A common method of handling congestion in active clustering techniques is to adjust the
control channel interval and contention window sizes dynamically (Hafeez et al., 2016). The
researchers concluded that the current specifications of the DSRC parameters will lead to low
successful transmission rates of beacon/control messages in areas of high vehicle density. The
researchers’ proactive approach has shown to reduce congestion on the control channel by
decreasing the frequency of control messages on the long range channel.
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Figure 1. Probability of successful transmission versus number of nodes with R range (Hafeez
et al., 2016)
However, the general problem with this existing congestion control approach is that it reduces
the effects of congestion by delaying mobility updates from neighboring vehicles resulting in a
greater error distribution of a vehicle’s current position, speed, and direction. A more in-depth
examination of congestion control is explored in the literature review.
(Goonewardene, Ali, & Stipidis, 2009) studied the impact on delayed control messages in
terms of errors in location and found the error is dependent on the relative differences of
acceleration between two moving vehicles and the age of the mobility information. The
tolerance for delayed beacon updates is especially low for VANET applications, which may
support safety ITS applications where milliseconds of delay are critical to the successful
operation of these applications ("IEEE Std 1609.0-2013," 2013; "IEEE Std 1609.3-2016," 2016)
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Summary
VANET routing protocols suffer from the problem of scalability due to excess overhead of
packet flooding during route discovery. Clustering is designed to reduce packet flooding
overhead, however active clustering techniques leverage periodic control messages to maintain
the cluster, thus re-introducing overhead. Passive clustering techniques do not require extra
messages to maintain the cluster, however they are susceptible to the partial clustering problem
which results in the vehicle state inaccurately reflecting cluster membership due to mobility.
Active clustering has the opposite problem, causing control message overhead, but is generally
more effective at cluster maintenance. In urban environments, this control overhead causes
congestion and contention in areas of high vehicle density, which delays periodic mobility
updates, negatively impacting time-sensitive VANET applications.

Dissertation Goal
The goal of this work is to present a hybrid (active-passive) clustering technique for VANETs
which prevents congestion and its negative impacts caused by active techniques, while
maintaining an efficient and reliable topology in sporadic network traffic conditions.
This approach has a realistic chance of being successful since passive techniques have been
proven to reduce overhead (Sheng-Shih & Yi-Shiun, 2010) and active techniques maintain an
accurate topology in sporadic network conditions (Cooper et al., 2017). The presented hybrid
method dynamically switches between active and passive techniques in a decentralized manner
based on measured channel utilization to overcome the shortfalls of both.
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Chapter 2

Review of the Literature

Introduction
The literature review establishes the framework of knowledge that the presented methodology
will build upon. The hybrid technique presented in this proposal dynamically switches between
active and passive clustering techniques based on the cluster head continually analyzing traffic
from neighboring vehicles. This technique was implemented with respect to current IEEE
standards for VANETs in development. A brief overview of the Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) standards is presented, which provides a communication protocol stack
optimized for the VANET environment.
Next, this chapter introduces VANETs as a subset of MANETs and first describes clustering
in VANETs as it relates to reducing overhead in routing protocols, as well as hierarchical
clustering topologies. The two taxonomies of clustering are discussed: passive and active
clustering. Passive clustering (PC) utilizes existing network traffic to establish clusters without
extra control messages. Clustering is useful in VANETs to reduce overhead during packet
flooding and to add functionality to ITSs. (Kwon, 2000) introduced an early implementation of
PC that was later expanded on by (Sheng-Shih & Yi-Shiun, 2010). Active clustering (AC)
represents many different clustering implementations with the defining trait that separate control
messages are used to establish and maintain the clusters. This review briefly covers Robust
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Mobility Adaptive Clustering (RMAC) and Dynamic Backbone-Assisted Mobility Adaptive
Clustering (DBMAC) which form hierarchical structures into clusters. Cluster-Based Location
Routing (CBLR) forms clusters and elects gateway nodes to route traffic. Last, Rawashdeh and
Mahmud’s VANET clustering algorithm will be discussed in great detail, as it is the active
clustering strategy used in the proposed hybrid technique.

WAVE Overview
Wireless Access in Vehicle Environments (WAVE) is a collection of IEEE standards
currently in development that defines communication protocols which address unique
requirements for VANET system applications. WAVE is recognized by the U.S. National
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Architecture and the transportation industry. Many
WAVE standards are amendments to existing communication protocols which adapt the system
to facilitate brief periods of connectivity between fast moving vehicles through low-latency
transactions between vehicles.

WAVE
Management
Entity

Security

Higher layer standards
textUDP

TCP

Transport Layer

WSMP
text

IP

Network Layer

WAVE upper MAC

L_MLME

WAVE lower MAC

PLME

WAVE PHY

IEEE 1609.3
IEEE 1609.4

LLC

U_MLME

IEEE 1609.2

Data Link Layer

IEEE 1609.6
IEEE 1609.11

Physical Layer

IEEE 802.11p

Figure 2. WAVE architecture ("IEEE Std 1609.0-2013," 2013; "IEEE Std 1609.3-2016," 2016)
Figure 2 depicts the scope of each WAVE standard document, most of which provide
standards at the transport layer and below. WAVE supports generic internet protocol version 6
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(IPv6) and defines a specialized WAVE Short Message Protocol (WSMP) for routing messages,
supporting low-latency and minimized handshake procedures.
DSRC Spectrum
In 1999, the 75 MHz DSRC spectrum was allocated by the United States Federal
Communication Commission (FCC) to be used for vehicle communications with the primary
goal of saving lives and improving traffic flow.
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Only

WSMP
IPv6

WSMP
IPv6
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IPv6
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33 dBm

33dBm

44.8 dBm

23 dBm
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40 dBm

Network
Protocols
Radio
Range
5.855

5.865

5.875

5.885

5.895

5.905

5.915

5.925

Frequency
(GHz)

Figure 3. DSRC spectrum channel allocation for WAVE ("IEEE Std 1609.4-2016," 2016)
Figure 3 depicts seven channels allocated around the 5.9 GHz band dedicated for VANET.
The control channel has the greatest allowance of range at 44.8 decibels, while non-critical
applications have smaller maximum allowed transmit powers. The DSRC recommends every
vehicle transmit a beacon message every 100 milliseconds to adequately support safety ITS
applications. IP datagrams are not permitted on the control channel. IEEE 1609.4 allows
multiple options for channel access, including continuous or shared access by using time division
multiplexing (TDM) which requires a common time reference.
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To support applications with varying levels of criticality with a multi-channel MAC
architecture, WAVE borrows from the IEEE 802.11e Enhanced Distributed Coordination
Function (EDCF) depicted below.
Network Layer

Physical Layer

Figure 4. Internal architecture of the transmit side of MAC ("IEEE Std 1609.4-2016," 2016)
Internal Contention
Each channel is divided into four access categories (AC), one through four. As data is
received from the network layer, it is assigned a channel and queued into one of these categories
based on priority. A version of carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) is used to determine which frame reaches the transmitter internally. AC4 has the
highest priority and therefore has the smallest contention window (CW) and arbitration
interframe space (AIFS) values, giving it the highest probability to win the next frame on the
transmitter. In this scheme, the channel must be idle during the set AIFS value before winning
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the frame. If the channel becomes busy, a random period is chosen between zero and the CW
and a backoff procedure begins. The CW and AIFS values increase with each lower priority AC,
generally allowing for high priority access categories to transmit before lower ones. This
internal process provides a high quality of service for critical applications running on WAVE
architecture.
Medium Contention
Once a frame reaches the WAVE lower MAC process to be transmitted, 802.11p adopts the
broadcast mode of the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordinated Function (DCF) protocol with
modifications (B. Li, Sutton, Hu, Liu, & Chen, 2017). The DCF protocol uses the popular
CSMA/CA protocol to reduce collisions by listening on the channel. If the channel is free for a
period greater than the distributed interframe space (DIFS), the frame is transmitted. Otherwise,
if the channel is detected to be busy at any point during DIFS, the node continues to sense the
channel for a DIFS, then starts the backoff process. A backoff time counter (BTC) is randomly
selected between 0 and the CW value. The BTC is decremented when the channel is idle for a
slot time, σ, and frozen when the channel is sensed busy. When the channel becomes idle again,
the DIFS period waits, and if the channel is still idle, the backoff process continues where it left
off. The figure below depicts an example where the transmitter has a frame to transmit and
senses a busy medium where the value “5” time slots was randomly selected between 0 and the
CW value.
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σ
Medium Status:
Transmitter Status:

Busy medium
Wait
DIFS
Frame to
transmit

Sense medium

Busy medium
Wait 1 2 3
DIFS
Start
backoff
procedure
5 time slots

Sense medium

Frame transmitting
Wait 4 5
DIFS
Transmit
frame

time

Figure 5. Medium and transmitter status during the modified DCF process
Another pervasive with medium contention in wireless environments is classified as the
hidden terminal problem, discussed next.
Hidden Terminal Problem
The hidden terminal problem is considered one of the largest contributing factors to the
degradation of performance in a wireless network (Tsertou & Laurenson, 2008). It occurs when
two senders (A and B) are outside of transmission range from one another and wish to transmit
to the same node (R) at the same time, which is inside the transmission range of both senders.

A

R

B

Figure 6: Depiction of Hidden Terminal Problem
Assume node A is transmitting a packet to node R. Node B is outside of the transmission
range of node A and so it is not aware of the transmission and begins transmitting a packet to
node R. The result is that both packets are dropped on node R due to signal interference.
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802.11 DCF process addresses the hidden terminal problem through the use of the
acknowledgement and request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) handshake processes (B. Li et
al., 2017). The handshake process involves node R sending a CTS packet before receiving a
transmission, notifying node B that node R is busy and preventing a packet collision and drop.
The IEEE 802.11p modifies the 802.11 DCF by removing the acknowledgement and request-tosend/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) handshake processes (B. Li et al., 2017). These extra multicast
transmissions in a MANET or VANET are a cause of the broadcast storm problem (Tseng, Ni,
Chen, & Sheu, 2002) where acknowledgements are sent by every vehicle in the nearby vicinity
at the same time, causing immediate congestion and contention. In addition, IEEE 802.11p is
designed for short, temporary, connections and the RTS/CTS process lengthens the handshake
process. An effective method to solving or reducing the negative effects of this problem is
through clustering, which is discussed next.

Clustering in VANETs Review
Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a network consisting of mobile wireless nodes with a
dynamic, self-configuring topology enabling point to point communication. Vehicle Ad hoc
Networks (VANETs) are a subset of MANETs where the nodes are vehicles moving in
predictable patterns along roadways.
VANET nodes are characterized by their high mobility and large numbers. Due to their
variance in relative speed, VANET topologies are continuously changing despite constraints of
predictable movement of vehicles on roadways. This causes a problem of routing protocol
reliability and scalability across large environments in VANETs (F. Li & Wang, 2007). One
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promising method to control VANET topology and reduce routing overhead is by partitioning
the network into logical groups called clusters.
Clustering in the domain of VANETs is the process of associating nearby nodes into defined
groups, whereby one node in the cluster is assigned the cluster head and the rest are cluster
members. The clusters in this work are 1-hop clusters, where every member of the cluster is
within the transmission range of the cluster head. The clusters are formed by grouping moving
vehicles together based on relative velocity and correlated spatial distribution to reduce the
frequency of changes in the global topology of the network.
The earliest clustering research began with the DARPA packet-radio network (Ephremides,
Wieselthier, & Baker, 1987) and was later implemented in MANETs by (Gerla & Tsai, 1995)
who focused on cluster stability. Since then, many clustering methods have been proposed in
literature to satisfy the requirements of a wide range of applications. (Cooper et al., 2017)
classifies clustering into the following application categories: general purpose, routing, channel
access management, and security.
Clusters are formed by nearby vehicles moving in the same direction with similar relative
speeds; with vehicles organized into clusters, the VANET topology is less dynamic on the global
scale despite having continuously moving nodes (Rawshdeh & Mahmud, 2009). Clustering
techniques have been shown to be a viable solution to this problem of reliability and scalability
of VANETs because it offers reduced overhead communications caused by route maintenance
and discovery in comparison with other dynamic network routing techniques (Sheng-Shih & YiShiun, 2010).
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Clustering significantly reduces control packet overhead through efficient flooding. Flooding
is a technique used by ad hoc routing protocols to broadcast a message to every node in a
network, usually in search of a route. In flooding without clustering, every node forwards the
message by multicasting it to their neighbors, likely resulting in every node also receiving the
message from each of their neighbors. With nodes organized in clusters, only the cluster head
multicasts the message to its neighbors, which is a technique called selective forwarding; cluster
members do not forward the message unless it is part of a gateway. Gateway nodes provide
paths between cluster heads where messages can be delivered between clusters. The overhead
savings clustering provides increases sharply with node density because a densely populated
network will have a higher ratio of cluster members to cluster heads (Kwon, 2000).
The taxonomy of VANET clustering techniques are classified into two groups, active and
passive (Cooper et al., 2017; Ruiz & Bouvry, 2015), which will be discussed in detail in the
following sections.

Passive Clustering Overview
Passive clustering (PC) techniques embed clustering control data with outgoing routing traffic
and therefore removes the need for separate broadcast phases to establish and maintain clusters
(Sheng-Shih & Yi-Shiun, 2010). Control data is embedded in data transmissions by the cluster
head (CH) and its members. They rely on ad hoc routing protocols to perform packet flooding
for environmental awareness of surrounding vehicles.
Passive Clustering Technique
(Kwon, 2000) introduced PC, virtually eliminating extra control message overhead and
solving the isolation and quasi-stationary clustering problems. The quasi-stationary clustering
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problem is present in many weight-driven active clustering techniques. Many of these
techniques require a setup period of non-mobile nodes to initialize and establish the clusters
based on their state parameters. Once the clusters are established, then mobility is permitted.
This is not feasible in a typical ongoing VANET scenario.
The isolation problem occurs when the clustering algorithm defines two clusters to be
logically separated without a gateway path between them; a feasible wireless transmission path
exists among cluster members. Active clustering techniques provide solutions to the problem,
however as noted by (Kwon, 2000), the solutions are impractical as it generates even more
control overhead.
PC is implemented by embedding 2-bit state information in the MAC source address of the
incoming packet and by constructing clusters without collecting or distributing a complete list of
neighbors. PC technique requires that every node listens for all packets in a promiscuous mode
(not exclusively to traffic addressed to the node).
In practice, embedding state information in the MAC source address is impractical because
the standards implemented in the PCMCIA hardware chip are not easily changed. (Kwon,
2000) mentioned that a better location of embedding cluster status information would be in the
protocol field of the network layer since it is implemented with software and is therefore easier
to modify.
Passive clustering constructs clusters by continuously monitoring non-hierarchical multicast
traffic. This does not require a separate clustering phase common to active clustering
approaches.
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Clustering algorithms are often defined by the cluster head selection mechanism. (Kwon,
2000) introduced the “first declaration wins” (FDW) method of cluster head selection for passive
clustering. The first node to announce itself as the cluster head wins, forming a cluster with all
nodes within its radio coverage. There is no delay for checking a neighbor’s state as in weightdriven clustering algorithms. In addition, nodes running data-generating services are more likely
to be chosen as the cluster head, delivering frequent state information to cluster members.
Nodes in the PC technique may have one of the four external states: INITIAL, ORDINARY,
CLUSTER_HEAD (CH), and GATEWAY which is encoded in the packet header in every
transmission of the node. CH_READY is an internal state which is not included in packet
transmissions. These states represent the role and duties of the nodes in the cluster by distributing
messages.
The following figure is the cluster state diagram depicting how and when the nodes transition
between states:

CH READY
Rcvd packet state != CH

Transmit a packet

INITIAL

CH Timeout

Rcvd packet state = CH

CH
Rcvd packet state = CH
Rcvd packet state = CH

CH timeout
or CH death

GATEWAY

Sender = new CH

#CH down to 1
By CH timeout/death

Figure 7. PC state transition diagram (Kwon, 2000)

ORDINARY
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Every node encodes its own state into 2-bits in the packet header for each transmission,
passing on important information to its neighbors who are listening to all traffic while in
promiscuous mode.
VANET Passive Clustering
VANET Passive Clustering (VPC) (Sheng-Shih & Yi-Shiun, 2010) modifies the existing PC
technique, opting for a cluster head selection based on link quality, sustainability, and vehicle
density, in addition to FDW. To implement this new cluster head selection method, VPC adds
two new states to the PC technique, DISTRIBUTE_GATEWAY and GW_READY, bringing the
total number of external states to six.
VPCs assume all vehicles are equipped with a GPS, and the route request (RREQ) packet
includes position, velocity, and cluster state. They initially employ the FDW rule, however
instead of instantly transitioning to the CLUSTER_HEAD or GATEWAY states, nodes calculate
a priority based on vehicle density, link quality, and link sustainability. After the priority is
calculated, a waiting period is calculated which is in counter-proportion to the priority. Higher
priority calculations will have lower waiting periods. If the node does not receive a transmission
from a cluster head, it becomes a cluster head. The VPC method was shown to generate more
stable clusters in vehicular traffic than the FDW cluster head selection technique (Sheng-Shih &
Yi-Shiun, 2010).

Active Clustering Overview
Active clustering (AC) techniques are characterized as creating and maintaining clusters by
leveraging periodic and separate control messages over the control channel. They generally react
well to mobility changes which are detected instantly by constant environmental state
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information; this information is leveraged in different ways to form a variety of clustering
structures. This section will briefly discuss three active clustering techniques: Robust Mobility
Adaptive Clustering (RMAC), Dynamic Backbone-Assisted MAC (DBA-MAC), and Clusterbased Location Routing (CBLR). A fourth active technique will be examined in detail referred
to as Rawashdeh and Mahmud’s VANET clustering algorithm in the following section, as it is
used in the presented approach.
RMAC – Robust Mobility Adaptive Clustering
Robust Mobility Adaptive Clustering (RMAC) (Goonewardene et al., 2009) involves
generating a tree-like hierarchical structure where cluster members may be cluster heads (dual
state) of sub-level clusters for packet routing. It operates at the data link control sublayer to
support routing to the network layer above. A neighbor table is maintained containing all
neighbor nodes to support geographic routing. Since mobile nodes are highly dynamic, cluster
heads maintain a table of nodes within their zone of interest, which is defined as twice their
transmission range; polling occurs to maintain the tables in the cluster head.
DBA-MAC – Dynamic Backbone-Assisted MAC
Another hierarchical structure used for VANET routing is Dynamic Backbone-Assisted MAC
(DBA-MAC) (Bononi, Di Felice, & Pizzi, 2009). In this structure, cluster heads proactively
create and maintain a dynamic virtual backbone (routes between cluster heads) which aims to
balance the stability of the cluster while minimizing hops when broadcasting messages. This
backbone structure leverages the mobility patterns of vehicles in traffic for cluster stability.
Maintenance is performed through periodic control messages. DBA-MAC utilizes a multi-hop
MAC forwarding method to deliver messages across the backbone and onto the cluster.
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CBLR – Cluster-Based Location Routing
Routing may also be performed between clusters through gateway nodes. A gateway node is a
node that has more than one cluster head within its transmission range. Cluster-Based Location
Routing (CBLR) (Santos, Edwards, & Seed, 2004) uses gateway nodes to route packets between
CHs, much like the passive clustering technique described previously. However, instead of
leveraging an ad hoc routing protocol, all CHs have routing tables to all other cluster heads and a
table of all neighbor nodes is maintained by periodic HELLO messages. For known routes,
packets are routed to the nearest cluster head towards the destination along the connected cluster
head and gateway nodes. Gateway nodes unicast messages to other gateways and cluster heads.
For unknown routes, a Location Request (LREQ) packet is flooded efficiently throughout the
network of cluster heads, where each cluster head’s neighbor table is checked and if it contains
the destination node, the cluster head sends a Location Reply (LREP) to establish the route.

Rawashdeh and Mahmud’s VANET Clustering Algorithm
(Rawashdeh & Mahmud, 2012) presented a process to form stable clusters by grouping
nearby vehicles with similar velocity. This process was designed in accordance with IEEE
WAVE standards using a multi-channel approach, has over a hundred citations, and therefore
was chosen as the active clustering method to be used in the hybrid technique. According to
802.11p specifications (subset of WAVE), the data link layer can provide a transmission range of
up to 1 kilometer for the control channel. In the following descriptions, the long range control

channel will be defined as R, and will be utilized to exchange neighborhood information. Shorter
range service channels with smaller transmission ranges, r, may be used for intra-cluster
communication.
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2r-Stable and r-Stable Neighbor Definition
Every vehicle actively maintains a list of IDs and mobility information of stable neighbors by
continuously listening to periodic messages on the R channel from neighboring vehicles. All
vehicles in the VANET transmit periodic messages over the R channel which contain mobility
information (ID, position, velocity, node degree, direction, and cluster ID).
Each vehicle in this technique actively listens to all other vehicles and classifies their 2rneighbors (vehicles whose distance is less than or equal to 2 times the r channel transmission
range) into two groups: 2r-stable neighbors and non-stable neighbors. In Figure 8, vehicle c is
considered a 2r-neighbor of vehicle a and vehicle b is an r-neighbor. Stable neighbors are
determined by the velocity difference of vehicles traveling in the same direction. Thus, vehicle
c would be considered a 2r-stable neighbor to vehicle a if both are traveling in the same direction
and the velocity difference is within a dynamic threshold ±Δvth. Thus, only stable neighbors of
the vehicle initiating the cluster formation request to participate in the cluster formation process.

r
c
a
R
b

d
2r

Figure 8. Neighborhood relationship with respect to multi-channel transmission ranges
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To adapt to differing road conditions, the velocity threshold is a dynamic parameter that
depends on the speed characteristics and distribution of the vehicles in the neighborhood. In
addition, stable neighbors’ associations are not transitive. For example in Figure 8, vehicle d
may not be a 2r-stable neighbor to vehicle a, even though vehicles a and c and then c and d may
be equally stable neighbors. For this reason, not all vehicles can initiate the cluster formation
process thus the formation process begins with the slowest vehicle. This continuous process of
maintaining a current 2r-stable neighbor list is used to initiate the various clustering activities
described below. In addition, the r-stable neighbor list can be derived as a subset of the 2r-stable
list by excluding vehicles greater than r distance away from the current vehicle.
Cluster Formation
For the purpose of cluster formation, the vehicles in a 2r-stable neighbor list are divided into
two lists Γ(t) and Λ(t). Γ(t) contains vehicle IDs of 2r-stable neighbors with a greater velocity
than the current vehicle and Λ(t) is a set containing vehicle IDs of 2r-stable neighbors who have
a lower velocity than the current vehicle.
When Λ(t) is empty or Λ(t) contains only vehicle IDs that belong to other clusters, this
vehicle sends an InitiateCluster message (CIDtmp) with its ID as a temporary cluster ID to all
members of Γ(t).
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Figure 9. Cluster formation example
Vehicle a does not detect any slower vehicles, so it becomes the cluster originating vehicle
(COV), and sends an InitiateCluster message on the R channel to vehicles b-f that are 2r-stable
neighbors.
The non-clustered members of Γ(t) respond by temporarily setting their ID as the COV ID.
These members are referred to as cluster candidates. All cluster candidates that responded begin
calculating a suitability for cluster head between themselves and their r-stable neighbors.
Cluster Head Suitability
Cluster head suitability, u, is defined as a function of nodal degree d, mean velocity v, and
mean position p. Nodal degree is defined as the number of r-stable neighbors. The most suitable
cluster head will have a high nodal degree, closer velocity to the average velocity, and a closer
distance to the mean position relative to all other cluster candidates. When performing
calculations, it is important to prevent one parameter from dominating the result, therefore the
mean velocity and mean position are normalized.
The normalized mean distance, pnorm of a node to its stable neighbors is the difference of the
current vehicle’s position

%&'
$

and the mean position µp divided by the standard deviation σp of

the position of all its stable neighbors.
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In a similar fashion, the normalized mean velocity, vnorm of a node to its stable neighbors is
the difference of the current vehicle’s velocity
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Finally, a node’s suitability u, can be calculated as follows:
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and α is a configurable parameter which is the sensitivity of u

to w. These calculations ensure that higher u values are calculated for vehicles that have a
higher number of r-stable neighbors, centrally located among the neighbors, and whose velocity
is closest to the mean velocity.
Cluster Formation (continued)
After the suitability value u is calculated, a wait time Twait is calculated according to the
following formula.
96:$; = <

=*:> − 3
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Nmax is the number of vehicles in Γ(t), CWmax is the maximum contention window, and CWmin
is the minimum contention window size parameter derived from the vehicle’s modified DCF
process. This scheme favors cluster heads that are less congested or busy as the cluster head
typically handles the most traffic in a cluster.
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The vehicle waits during the calculated time Twait. If the wait time expires, the current vehicle
sends a FormCluster(CHID) message over the control channel, setting its own unique ID as the
ID of the cluster head (Figure 10: Vehicle d). The cluster membership list is maintained by the
cluster head with the cluster members being the r-stable neighbors of the cluster head.
If a FormCluster(CHID) message is received by another vehicle before the end of the wait
time, it checks if it is an r-stable neighbor of the cluster head. If it is, the current vehicle
becomes a cluster member and assigns their cluster ID as the ID of the new cluster head (Figure
10, Vehicles b, c, e, f). If not, the cluster head competition process is halted and the vehicle
returns to a non-clustered state (Figure 10: Vehicle a).
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Figure 10. Vehicle d calculated the highest suitability rating and becomes cluster head
Cluster Maintenance
When a non-clustered vehicle becomes an r-stable neighbor of a cluster head, the nonclustered vehicle and the cluster head check their relative speeds and determine if it is within the
threshold ±Δvth. If it is, the non-cluster vehicle will request to join the cluster with a JoinCluster
message and the vehicle will be added to the cluster head’s member list.
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If the non-clustered vehicle is in the r range of two cluster heads, it calculates the time it will
remain in the r range of each cluster head and will select the cluster head with the largest
calculated remaining time RT. This calculation is expressed in the following formula:
C9. / =

Where

±

. , ?E/
∆

. , ?E/ is the distance between the non-clustered vehicle n and the cluster head

.5/

CH is the transmission range of the r channel, and ∆ is the speed difference between the two.

If the distance between vehicle n and CH is increasing due to the changes in velocity, let −

. , ?E/ represent the remaining distance between vehicle n and the transmission range of

CH, r, otherwise calculate distance with +

. , ?E/.

Leaving a Cluster
When a cluster member moves out of the r range of the cluster head, it loses contact with the
cluster head over the service channel. If there is not another cluster head within its r range, it
becomes non-clustered. If other non-clustered vehicles are detected nearby, the cluster formation
process is initiated. Leaving a cluster is mutually detectable since both cluster head and cluster
member are transmitting beacon messages periodically.
Cluster Merging
Cluster merging is initiated when two cluster heads are detected within r range and their
speeds are within the predefined threshold ±Δvth. The cluster head with fewer members gives up
its role and members of that cluster enter a non-clustered state. These members may join the
larger cluster if they meet the criteria in the cluster maintenance process or form a new cluster
among the remaining members.
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Overhead Analysis of Active Clustering Technique
The next few sections will analyze and quantify the overhead required to form and maintain
the active cluster technique described. Overhead from this technique consists of HELLO
packets, cluster formation overhead, and cluster maintenance overhead.
HELLO Packet Overhead
The greatest source of overhead will be periodic broadcasts every THELLO period carrying
mobility information (ID, position, velocity, node degree, direction, and cluster ID) over the R
control channel. This information will be referred to as beacon messages. Due to the greater
range of this channel and every vehicle in the VANET transmitting periodically, this channel is
more susceptible to congestion.
Cluster Formation Overhead
In the cluster formation process described earlier, the COV transmits an InitiateCluster
message over the R channel. After the cluster head competition, the new cluster head transmits a
FormCluster message. Every non-clustered vehicle who received the message within the speed
threshold transmits a JoinCluster message. The number of overhead messages generated for
cluster formation in terms of cluster size k, is thus k+1.
Cluster Maintenance Overhead
Cluster maintenance is necessary for all clustering methods to handle the dynamic changes in
topology. When a non-clustered vehicle joins a cluster, the overhead is one JoinCluster
message. During the merge of two clusters, the smaller cluster broadcasts an UndoCluster
message to its members. Then each member must join another cluster or form a new cluster.
The overhead of this process in terms of cluster size k, is thus k+1.
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Congestion Control in VANETs
Congestion control is an area of research important to VANETs because ad hoc networks in
general generate more overhead than traditional networks. Congestion control strategies are
classified into three groups: proactive, reactive, and hybrid.
Proactive strategies leverage dynamic environment information and adjust transmission
parameters to prevent network congestion. The environment information such as number of
nearby nodes and data generation patterns is used to create a communication model estimating a
system load under the given parameters. Optimization algorithms use the communications
model to proactively adjust transmission parameters to prevent congestion while providing the
desired application-level performance. However in a dynamic VANET, it is challenging to
estimate the communication model parameters because of the dynamic propagation conditions in
a realistic scenario. Building obstructions and elevation differences affect propagation
conditions in unpredictable ways (Jabbarpour, Noor, Khokhar, & Ke, 2014; Sepulcre, Mittag,
Santi, Hartenstein, & Gozalvez, 2011).
Reactive congestion control strategies in VANETs tune transmission parameters based off of
detection of channel congestion. This class of strategy senses the channel and measures a set of
channel parameters (utilization level, occupancy time, and number of queued messages) and
compares the result to a predefined threshold to detect the occurrence of congestion. Once the
level of congestion is determined, transmission parameters are adjusted (ie. transmission range is
reduced if high levels of congestion are detected) accordingly (Jabbarpour et al., 2014; Sepulcre
et al., 2011).
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Hybrid congestion control strategies employ a mix of proactive and reactive strategies. For
example, one transmission parameter is tuned reactively, while another is tuned proactively.
Congestion Detection Methods
Congestion detection can be carried out using event-driven or measurement-based methods.
The event-driven approach measures congestion by listening for safety messages on the network
and by freezing the MAC transmission queues except for the safety messages, improving the
performance of safety-related applications. This congestion detection occurs at the application
level of the network (Darus & Bakar, 2011).
Measurement-based methods sense the channel and measure various parameters at the lower
levels of the network. (Bouassida & Shawky, 2008) presented a method which analyzes the
message queues at the data link layer, and if the queues exceed a predefined threshold,
congestion is detected. In (He, Chen, Chen, & Cheng, 2010), each node measures the channel
occupancy time of the control channel. If the control channel occupancy time exceeds the
threshold for a predefined period, congestion is detected.
(Zang et al., 2007) presented a congestion detection method specifically for VANETs which
measures the channel utilization level based on the modified DCF function in the MAC layer of
the WAVE standard.

Channel Busy

...

Transmitting Data
time

DIFS

Backoff Slots

Channel Busy

Figure 11. Modified DCF for WAVE (Zang et al., 2007)

Channel Idle
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Using this technique, a node in the network would continually listen on the channel and
periodically calculate the channel utilization based on the following formula.
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The channel utilization is calculated by the sum of the busy time KLM'N , distributed interframe

VVVVVVVVVVV
space KOPQR , and mean backoff duration K
L:ST&UU , for each

messages sensed divided by the

time duration of one control channel interval KXXY then multiplied by 100%. The KXXY is

\
VVVVVVVVVVV
typically set to 100 milliseconds for 802.11p systems. K
L:ST&UU is defined as ] ?@*$( ∗ σ,

where ?@*$( is the minimum contention window size, and σ denotes the backoff slot duration.

Contention vs. Congestion
Contention and congestion are related terms. Contention refers to the process occurring at the
transmitter level when a frame is waiting to be broadcast because another transmitter is using the
channel. Contention may occur frequently without a significant negative impact on the
performance of the network.
Congestion, on the other hand, occurs on the channel level when many transmitters are
waiting long periods before they can transmit their messages due to a significantly large amount
of contention. Congestion, also known as bottleneck, may have serious negative impacts on the
speed, performance, and scalability of a network.

Summary
This literature review section presented the background research the following sections build
on. A brief overview of IEEE’s WAVE standards was provided, with special focus on 802.11p
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at the physical and data link layers of the network including details on how messages are
transmitted and contention is handled by the modified DCF process for VANETs.
Next, clustering in VANETs was presented, providing background and discussion on how
clustering is necessary to mitigate the problems associated with packet flooding, as well as
providing a structure for a less dynamic global topology. Passive clustering was described as a
technique to maintain a cluster without separate, periodic beacon messages by embedding state
information in packet headers. The first passive clustering technique was described in detail and
was later improved by researchers with VPC. Then active clustering was presented, briefly
describing three active clustering techniques (RMAC, DBA-MAC, and CBLR). Additionally, a
multi-channel clustering technique Rawashdeh and Mahmud’s VANET clustering algorithm was
covered describing in detail how clusters are formed and maintained; overhead analysis of this
technique was also presented.
Finally, VANET congestion control taxonomies in research were presented as proactive,
reactive, and hybrid. All congestion control techniques have a form of congestion detection, so
this section briefly discussed event-driven and measurement-based congestion detection methods
found in research. Special focus was given on the channel utilization method of detection, as it
is the measurement-based method used in the next section, the methodology.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

Introduction
The following methodology addresses the problems associated with active and passive
clustering described in the problem statement in Chapter 1. Active clustering methodologies
require beacon messages periodically transmitted over the control channel from every vehicle
within range to perform properly. In areas of high vehicle density, this is problematic because
the high number of vehicles within transmission range of each other may cause congestion on the
control channel.
One method to address the congestion in this case is to use a congestion detection technique
and increase the period between beacon messages to control congestion. However, increasing
the period between beacon messages may result in outdated position, direction and speed
information about the surrounding vehicles, negatively affecting the routing of messages
throughout the network with stale mobility information.
The hybrid clustering technique presented in this section behaves as a form of congestion
control at the data link layer by dynamically switching between active and passive techniques at
the cluster head level. When the cluster head senses the control utilization is above a threshold, a
message is transmitted to halt beacon messages from cluster members and to rely on a passive
clustering technique for environment awareness. In a passive clustering technique, vehicles
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with applications which generate consistent network traffic will embed their beacon information
in the header so the cluster head is aware of their position. In addition, the cluster head will
continue to transmit beacon messages over the control channel so that cluster members are aware
of the position, direction, and speed of their cluster head.
The work presented in this chapter is the culmination of efforts by the author of the
dissertation to address the problems with clustering techniques presented in Chapter 1.

Motivating Example
Consider a busy metropolis area populated with vehicles traveling along all roadways at
varying speeds. Every vehicle is transmitting periodic messages over the control channel with
range R, which is approximately 400 meters in diameter under current WAVE standards. Intercluster communications are conducted on a service channel with range r.

R
R
r

r
Cluster B

Cluster A

Figure 12. Map of Mobile depicting two clusters and their transmission ranges
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Now compare the channel loads of clusters A and B in Figure 12 across the R and r channels.
Cluster A may have hundreds of vehicles in range of R while Cluster B will have far less in
range of R. With hundreds of vehicles in transmission range of one another, broadcasting their
position, speed, and location periodically, the control channel at cluster A is susceptible to
congestion. The control channel load at cluster B is likely to be more manageable.
To a lesser extent, the same reasoning may be applied to the r channel, however the r channel
has a smaller area of range, resulting in far fewer vehicles within transmission range causing
congestion.

Hybrid Clustering Technique Implementation
The hybrid clustering technique will support two modes of operation: active and passive.
These modes are managed at the cluster head level, meaning a VANET may consist of many
different clusters in one of the two modes. While in active mode, both cluster head and cluster
member are transmitting beacon messages periodically, allowing for near-instant and mutual
detection of change events, such as a vehicle leaving or entering a cluster. Active mode is the
default starting mode and is the mode that all vehicles default to when cluster association is lost.
In passive mode, the cluster head transmits beacon messages. Halting cluster member beacon
messages will reduce the likelihood of congestion and packet drops over the control channel,
increasing the scalability of the VANET.
Active Clustering Technique
The active clustering technique extended for the proposed hybrid technique is (Rawashdeh &
Mahmud, 2012) with key details previously presented in the literature review of this proposal. It
was chosen as the active clustering technique due to its multi-channel approach, efficient cluster
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head selection algorithm, and cluster formation. However this approach may be generalized to
apply to any active clustering technique where beaconing is used.
Switching From Active to Passive
The switch between active to passive techniques will use the congestion detection method
presented by (Zang et al., 2007) and detailed in the literature review. Cluster heads will
continually listen on the control channel, measure the channel load using parameters from the
modified DCF process for VANETs, and calculate channel utilization from the following
formula that was previously presented in the Literature Review:
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When the control channel utilization rises above a certain threshold, the cluster head will
switch to passive mode. The control channel utilization is measured before every Beacon
message which contains a Boolean value representing the cluster mode (active or passive). For
the duration of passive mode, the cluster head sends a Beacon with the cluster mode set to
passive. This is a ToPassiveMode message, so that ToPassiveMode and ToActiveMode
switching does not add any additional overhead, since the cluster mode is sent through regularly
scheduled Beacon messages. During the switch to passive mode, the cluster head also sets a
cooldown timer, which is explained in a later section.
Passive Mode
When a cluster member receives a Beacon from their cluster head, it reads the cluster mode
and sets its own cluster mode state accordingly. Cluster members respond to ToPassiveMode by
halting the beacon process over the control channel and will periodically embed mobility
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information in the packet headers of data traffic to the cluster head. It is with this information
that cluster heads will maintain their neighbor lists in addition to the data structure required by
the routing protocol. Cluster members in passive mode will schedule a PassiveMobilityUpdate
in one service channel interval from every service channel transmission, cancelling all other
scheduled Beacon or PassiveMobilityUpdate messages. This ensures cluster heads receive an
update from their members at least every service channel interval. PassiveMobilityUpdate
messages contain the same information that is embedded in the packet header of traffic to the
cluster head, however it is its own separate message. While a cluster is in passive mode, cluster
heads continue to send beacon messages over the control channel and the cluster members listen
for messages from their cluster head. Cluster members also listen to PassiveMobilityUpdate
messages and the packet headers of other cluster members who may be in passive mode to
determine their mobility information to maintain neighbor lists.
Embedded Mobility Message
The VPC clustering strategy (Sheng-Shih & Yi-Shiun, 2010) presented in the literature review
discussed embedding RREQ messages with mobility information, but never presented the details
on how the message was formatted. Since this strategy involves embedding mobility
information into packet headers, the goal is to develop a method using the fewest amount of bits
to approximately represent a vehicle’s mobility information.
Since the active cluster formation strategy is based on clustering nodes traveling in similar
directions and with minimal speed differences, there is no need to embed this information into
the header as it will already be similar to the cluster head. The key information in the beacon is
the sending vehicle’s current position.
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In order to represent a cluster member’s position with the fewest bits, vehicle position can be
represented in relation to the cluster head, which every cluster member is continually aware of
from beacon messages and is within r distance of. The next section and simulation
implementation will assume 8 bits (256 unique values) are available, however the formulas are
generalized for any even number of bits.
The cluster member compares their position to the cluster head and determines which of 256
sectors centered around the cluster head the cluster member is located in. The sectors are
organized in a 16x16 grid. This sector value is encoded into a byte and embedded in the header
of the next transmission. The cluster member in passive mode will also encode the VID of their
cluster head in the packet header so that listening vehicles will know which cluster the member
belongs to.
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Figure 13: Depicts the 256 sectors surrounding a cluster head
The circle in figure 13 represents the range of the r channel. The cluster head and members
may all read the encoded byte (ByteCode) in the packet header, compare it with cluster head
position by reading the cluster ID and the last beacon message, then translate the position to
coordinates relative to the map to maintain their neighbor lists.
Encoding Cluster Member Position into a ByteCode
The following describes the mathematics involved in encoding a cluster member’s Cartesian
position (CMx, CMy) relative to the cluster head Cartesian position (CHx, CHy) into an encoded
ByteCode [0-255] where r is the service channel effective range.
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To generalize this process to any size of bits, let f be an even number of bits allowed in an
encoding to be used in the header so that 2f unique grid sectors may be used. Let the number of
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Decoding a ByteCode into a Cartesian Position
Once a ByteCode is received, mathematics is required to translate the ByteCode to the
sender’s Cartesian position (CMx, CMy) relative to the cluster head’s Cartesian position (CHx,
CHy), where r is the service channel effective range and where A % B denotes the remainder
when A is divided by B. For 28 grid ByteCode:
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Joining a Cluster in Passive Mode
As mentioned previously, the active clustering strategy is used by nodes in a non-clustered
state. The non-clustered node listens for Beacon messages from cluster heads and determines the
best cluster to join defined by the clustering technique. Once a cluster head is chosen, the
vehicle joins the cluster and begins transmitting Beacons if in active mode or
PassiveMobilityUpdate if in passive mode.
Leaving a Cluster in Passive Mode
After each message from the cluster head, cluster members will compare their position with
the cluster head’s position and if it is greater than r transmission range, the cluster member sends
a LeavingCluster message over the R channel. This message is required because a vehicle
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leaving a cluster is no longer mutually detectable since the cluster member is not sending beacon
messages in this mode. The LeavingCluster message cannot be transmitted over the r channel
because it is out of range of the cluster head over that channel. After the LeavingCluster
message is transmitted, the vehicle switches to a standalone (non-clustered) state in the active
clustering technique and will transmit beacon messages over the control channel.

Switching from Passive to Active
As mentioned before, the cluster head continually senses the control channel utilization and if
it detects a utilization level below the set threshold a consecutive number of times equal to the
cooldown period, the cluster mode of the cluster head is set to active. Beacon messages from the
cluster head will have the cluster mode set to active, notifying the cluster members of the change
in cluster mode. When a cluster member receives a ToActiveMode beacon from their cluster
head, they begin transmitting beacon messages over the control channel following an active
clustering technique.
The cooldown period prevents frequent switching between active and passive mode in cases
where the control channel utilization oscillates above and below the threshold.
Cluster Head Election
The cluster mode (active-passive) applies to already established clusters, so cluster head
election will occur in the default active mode state. Clusters are established before passive mode
is enabled and R&M’s technique only requires two messages (InitiateCluster and FormCluster)
to establish clusters. Therefore, reducing the overhead for this process will not be necessary.
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Summary of Changes and Contributions
The methodology chapter is an extension of the work presented by R&M (Rawashdeh &
Mahmud, 2012) and borrows the concept of embedding information in packet headers from
passive clustering techniques. The work presented in this chapter is the author’s contribution to
the field of VANET research.
The summary of changes section consists of three tables. The first table lists the new
messages introduced in the approach, while the second table describes the new behaviors. The
third table lists the configurable parameters.
Table 1
Added Messages for Hybrid Approach
Name
Sent by
ToActiveMode
Transmitted as a
regularly
scheduled Beacon
over control
channel

Send Condition
When control channel
utilization is below
threshold for the duration
of the cooldown period

Contents
Beacon contents with
cluster mode set to
active

ToPassiveMode

Transmitted as a
regularly
scheduled Beacon
over control
channel

When control channel
utilization exceeds
threshold

Beacon contents with
cluster mode set to
passive

LeavingCluster

Cluster Member
over control
channel

When Cluster member
detects it is out of range of
service channel

Beacon contents with
cluster mode set to
active

PassiveMobilityUpdate Cluster Member
over service
channel

In passive mode, when
cluster member has not
sent traffic for a set period

ByteCode [0-255]
representing position
relative to CH

Embedded Position
Information

During traffic while in
passive mode

ByteCode [0-255]
representing sector
relative to CH

Cluster Member
over service
channel
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Table 2
Added Behaviors for Hybrid Approach
Trigger conditions
ToPassiveMode message received by cluster members

Description
Member beacon process halted and
embed ByteCode position information
in packet header of traffic

In passive mode

Read packet header information of
nearby cluster members’ traffic and
translate sector to map coordinates;
update neighbor lists

In both passive and active mode

Record beacon information from
cluster heads

Table 3
Configurable Parameters for Hybrid Approach
Name
Purpose
Utilization threshold
The % channel utilization threshold that determines
the cluster mode (active or passive)
Control channel interval,
DCCH (Equation 6)

The amount of time the channel is sensed before the
channel utilization % is determined.

Cool down period

The minimum amount of DCCH intervals a cluster
spends in passive mode

Passive update period

In passive mode, if a cluster member has not sent
traffic within the passive update period, send a
PassiveMobilityUpdate message over the service
channel

Formal Analysis of Cluster Maintenance
This section presents a formal comparison of the channel utilization of the cluster
maintenance phase of the active and proposed hybrid clustering techniques. The maintenance
phase occurs after the cluster formation phase has formed clusters and is responsible for
providing awareness of surrounding vehicle position.
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The symbols used in the pseudocode and target functions are defined in the table below.
Table 4
Symbol Definitions for Formal Analysis
Name
Control channel, R

Description
The long-range control channel used in multi-channel
clustering algorithms

Service channel, r

The short-range service channel used in multi-channel
clustering algorithms

Beacon interval, DCCH

The amount of time between periodic Beacon
message transmissions over R.

PassiveMobilityUpdate interval, DP

The amount of time between periodic
PassiveMobiltyUpdate transmissions over r in passive
mode.

Control Channel Utilization, UR

% representing the amount of time R is busy within a
set interval

Service Channel Utilization, Ur

% representing the amount of time r is busy within a
set interval

Utilization threshold, Ut

The % utilization threshold that determines the cluster
mode (active or passive)

Beacon message size, LB

Size of Beacon message packets

PassiveMobilityUpdate size, LP

Size of PassiveMobilityUpdate packets, which is a
packet header with mobility information embedded

Transmission rate, T

Transmission rate defined by WAVE standards at
6Mbps

Number of vehicles within R, NR

The number of vehicles within the effective
transmission range of R

Number of vehicles in Passive mode, NP

Number of cluster members who embedded
mobility information, Np

In the Hybrid approach, when Gm > G; , number of
cluster members whose cluster heads detect the high
utilization switch to passive mode
Number of cluster members in passive mode who
embedded mobility information in service channel
transmissions in the current DP; therefore did not send
PassiveMobilityUpdate packets during interval
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Active Clustering Maintenance
In active clustering techniques, during the cluster maintenance phase, every vehicle transmits

a beacon, size qr , every KXXY over R.

Therefore, Gm may be estimated as follows:

Gm = 100 ∗

=s ∗ qt
KXXY ∗ 9

.18/

This definition does not account for noise produced by vehicle transmissions at a range
greater than R or DIFS periods inherent in DCF (CSMA/CA).
Hybrid Clustering Maintenance
The proposed hybrid technique controls network congestion by measuring control channel
utilization and switching after a threshold is reached. When a CH detects a channel utilization
greater than the threshold, beacon messages are embedded in the header messages of traffic and
passive mobility update beacons are transmitted on the service channel.
Table 5
Hybrid Clustering Maintenance Algorithm
Continuously monitor R and gather data to calculate Gm

If state == CH:

Send ()
…
Active cluster formation code
…
Calculate Gm from gathered metrics

If state == CH:

//manage the clusterMode and cooldown

If Gm > Gu :

If clusterMode == ACTIVE:
clusterMode <- PASSIVE

Else If (Gm ≤ Gu && clusterMode == PASSIVE):

currentCooldown <- RandomVariable(setCoolDownPeriod-15, setCooldownPeriod)

If (currentCooldown > 0):
currentCooldown <- currentCooldown – 1
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Else:
clusterMode <- ACTIVE
Calculate current vehicle mobility parameters
If clusterMode == PASSIVE && STATE == CM:

If Now() – previousPacketTimeStamp >= KXXY :
chPosition <- Lookup cluster head position (x, y) from rStableList
Calculate Encoded position
Transmit PassiveMobilityUpdate on service channel
previousPacketTimeStamp <- Now()

Else:
Transmit BeaconMessage on control channel
previousPacketTimeStamp <- Now()
Schedule(KXXY , Send()) //Cancels any other scheduled send call and calls Send() after
given time has passed
GenerateServiceChannelTraffic()
If state == CH or state == CM:
Calculate Encoded position
Transmit ServiceChannelPacket
previousPacketTimeStamp <- Now()
If state == CM && clusterMode == PASSIVE:
Schedule (KXXY , Send() )
Send() after given time has passed

// Cancels any other scheduled send call and calls

Schedule( servicePacketInterval, GenerateServiceChannelTraffic() )

When a Service channel message is received:
Parse message
bytecode <- message header
If state == CH && sender is in my cluster:
senderPosition <- DecodeByteCode(currentPosition, byteCode)
Else if state == CM:
infoCH <- Look up rStableList for CH
senderPosition <- DecodeByteCode(infoCH.position, PassiveMobilityUpdate.byteCode)
Update rStable, 2rStable and cluster list with senderPosition
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Hybrid cluster maintenance channel utilization of R and r evaluated during KXXY :
z
x
y
x
w

=s ∗ qL
KXXY ∗ 9
.=s − =t / ∗ qL
Gm = 100 ∗
KXXY ∗ 9

Gm ≤ G{ Gm = 100 ∗
Gm > G{

G| = 0

.=t − =1 / ∗ qt
G| = 100 ∗
Kt ∗ 9

.19/

In the hybrid technique, when a cluster head detects Gm > G{ , cluster maintenance activities

are switched to r channel and a passive approach is used. In this case, G| is calculated using the

number of PassiveMobilityUpdate messages of size LP , from vehicles within r range who are not

a cluster head or have transmitted a message over r within the past KXXY . UR may be estimated

by subtracting the number of vehicles within R who switched to passive mode. Gm may be
estimated by subtracting the number of vehicles in passive mode who embedded mobility

information into ITS traffic from the number of vehicles in passive mode. This results in the
number of vehicles sending PassiveMobilityUpdates utilizing r for cluster maintenance.
This definition of channel utilization is limited to cluster maintenance activities and does not
include ITS service channel transmissions.
Comparison of Active vs. Hybrid Clustering Channel Utilization
The difference between the active and hybrid techniques will only be apparent when

U• > U€ causing clusters to dynamically switch to passive mode. However the hybrid

technique does not simply move beacons to r, it embeds byte-coded messages in the header of
ITS traffic or transmits PassiveMobilityUpdate, which are smaller in size, resulting in less cluster
maintenance overhead.

The following section will compare the active and hybrid channel

utilization when U• > U€ .
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Table 6

Comparing Active and Hybrid Utilization of Cluster Maintenance when U• > U€
Active
Hybrid
.=t − =1 / ∗ qt
0
G|
100 ∗
Kt ∗ 9
Gm

100 ∗

=s ∗ qL
KXXY ∗ 9

.18/

100 ∗

.=s − =t / ∗ qL
KXXY ∗ 9

.19/
.19/

The hybrid R utilization is less than or equal to the active technique’s R utilization. In the

hybrid technique, N• vehicles transmit mobility information over r either through embedded
bytes in packet headers of ITS traffic or through periodic PassiveMobilityUpdate messages.

While hybrid G| > active G| , the distribution of utilization across channels is beneficial to
network performance. (B. Li et al., 2017) tested the delay and other network parameters of
802.11p at various loads. The models depicted sharp increases in system delays at higher loads.
The hybrid technique controls the network utilization by distributing the load across two
channels, preventing the negative impacts caused by congestion.
In addition, periodic cluster maintenance activities over a shorter ranged channel supports
higher vehicle densities because fewer vehicles are in r range than in R range.

Experiment Design
The hybrid methodology presented in this work was tested against an active clustering
technique (R&M) with a varying set of parameters.
This section describes the simulation script and control parameters used in every simulation
along with their justification in literature. The control simulation was run using all control
parameters, comparing hybrid vs. active clustering techniques. From here, a set of independent
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variables was modified one at a time to provide insight into how the hybrid technique performed
against the active technique. This section concludes with an overview of the software.
Test Simulation Script
A simulation script was developed to model a VANET scenario in a city, with 180 stationary
vehicles in close proximity, beaconing at a set interval. A cluster of nine vehicles traveled down
a highway towards the direction of the city, starting the simulation 400 meters away. Data was
collected from the cluster head of the moving cluster and will be described in the following
sections. The Results chapter contains figures which depict visuals from the simulation.
Control Variables
Control variables are the variables that remain constant throughout all experimental
simulations, unless explicitly stated otherwise. The table below sets and describes the control
variables and the control scenario.
Table 7
Control Variables
Name
CCH interval,
DCCH (Equation 6)
Evaluation interval

Value
100 ms

Description
Recommended by DRSC (Hafeez et al., 2016)

5

The number of control channel intervals that pass before
data is aggregated and recorded

OFDM Rate

6 Mbps

Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)
recommended rate for urban environments (Lv et al.,
2016)

Beacon packet size

500 bytes

Recommended by (Jabbarpour, Noor, Khokhar, & Ke,
2014)

R range

400 m

The maximum effective range of the control channel

r range

50 m

The maximum effective range of the service channel

50

Stationary vehicles in city

180

See Control Channel Throughput Estimation in
Introduction chapter

Mobile clustered vehicles

9

The number of vehicles that travel into the city, metrics
are gathered from the cluster head of this cluster

Clustered vehicle speed

(35-37
m/s)

The speed range of the mobile cluster

Utilization threshold (hybrid
only)

50%

The utilization % that determines the cluster mode
(active or passive), justification in the Results chapter.

Cool down interval count
(hybrid only)

30
intervals

Passive update interval
(hybrid only)

100 ms

The amount of consecutive intervals a cluster has to
detect a utilization lower than the threshold before
returning to active mode
In passive mode, if a cluster member has not sent traffic
within the passive update period, a
PassiveMobilityUpdateMessage is transmitted over the
service channel

Independent Variables
The following table describes the independent variables of the experiments.
Table 8
Independent Variables
Parameter
Service channel traffic
Service channel traffic
Service channel traffic
# of Vehicles (vehicle density)
# of Vehicles (vehicle density)
Hybrid Utilization Threshold
Hybrid Utilization Threshold
Hybrid Utilization Threshold
Hybrid Utilization Threshold
Hybrid Utilization Threshold
Hybrid Utilization Threshold
Beacon Size
Beacon Size
Beacon Size
Beacon Size

Parameter Value
256 K every 150 ms
256 K every 100 ms
256 K every 50 ms
240 spanning same area as control
120 spanning same area as control
25%
35%
45%
55%
65%
75%
250 bytes
350 bytes
450 bytes
550 bytes

Control Value
None
None
None
180
180
50% (Hybrid)
50% (Hybrid)
50% (Hybrid)
50% (Hybrid)
50% (Hybrid)
50% (Hybrid)
500 bytes
500 bytes
500 bytes
500 bytes
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Beacon Size
Beacon Size

650 bytes
750 bytes

500 bytes
500 bytes

The active technique was compared with the hybrid technique for each parameter listed in the
table above, with every other parameter matching the control case. In this way, each parameter
was measured one at a time so their direct effect on the results may be observed.
Service channel traffic was generated at differing loads simulating ITS traffic and was only
generated on the service channel after clusters were formed. The number of vehicles were
modified so that in each simulation, the distance from the first to the last vehicle remained the
same. This allowed varying vehicle density to be analyzed. The hybrid utilization threshold and
beacon size was varied to 10%, 30% and 50% from the control value for analysis.

Dependent Variables
The dependent variables are listed and described in the table below and in the following
paragraphs. The variables were recorded at every fifth control channel interval (named the
evaluation interval) and then graphed as a function of time.
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Table 9
Dependent Variables
Name
Control channel utilization %

Description
100 * channel busy time / (idle time + busy time)
measured from the control channel receiver of the
cluster head

Service channel utilization %

100 * channel busy time / (idle time + busy time)
measured from the service channel receiver of the
cluster head

Control packet delivery ratio %

100 * received packets / (dropped packets + received
packets) measured from all vehicles during evaluation
interval on control channel

Service packet delivery ratio %

100 * received packets / (dropped packets + received
packets) measured from all vehicles during evaluation
interval on service channel

Mean beacon delay, ‚̅, with a 95%
confidence interval

The mean amount of delay in milliseconds from every
cluster member during the evaluation interval period
and the confidence interval of the distribution

To measure the negative impact congestion will have on ITS applications, beacon message
delay was recorded every evaluation interval. The evaluation interval is defined as a control

variable. Beacon message delay, ‚, is computed every time a beacon message is received with
the following equation:

‚=.

]

−

\/

− KXXY

.20/

Where t2 is the current timestamp in milliseconds, t1 is the previous time stamp, and DCCH is
the control channel interval in milliseconds. In a non-congested environment without delays or

packet loss, messages are delivered precisely at every control channel interval and ‚ ≈ 0. After
each time delay ‚ is computed from the cluster head, it is logged with the incrementing beacon
sequence number from the header of the packet received. The beacon sequence number
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correlates to the control channel interval on which it was sent, which is used in aggregating each
delay recorded into groups. The cluster head should receive beacons from each member on
every control channel interval, resulting in eight beacons per interval. The data is aggregated
from five sequential intervals (an evaluation interval), resulting in a maximum sample size of 40
for the confidence interval calculation, which calculates the mean and a margin of error. This
represents the range of expected delay with 95% certainty that may be encountered by the cluster
head within a given evaluation interval period.
Simulation Environment
The active technique and the hybrid technique extension is implemented in NS-3 (Carneiro,
2010). NS-3 is a widely utilized, open-source discrete-event network simulator for researchers
written in C++. It contains a WAVE module with a focus on the MAC layer defined by 802.11p
and node mobility for typical VANET scenarios.
The NS-3 build containing the cluster module was run from a virtual Linux environment. The
host workstation houses an Intel Core i7-7700k processor with 16 GB of RAM.
Simulation Initialization Function
Special consideration must be taken in offsetting the first transmission in a wireless network
simulator using a modified DCF (CSMA/CA) based protocol. Each vehicle is uniquely
identified by a vehicle ID, vid, with a range of [0-189]. All vehicles were given an initial start
time, t, with the following function:

=.

$„

+ 1/ ∗ 1

.21/

In this way, every vehicle has a unique starting time. The control channel interval for beacons
was set to 100ms.
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Simulation Implementation Overview
NS-3 allows researchers to simulate a wide array of network scenarios through the use of
simulation scripts and extends existing NS-3 classes which statistically models the behavior of
components in a networked environment. Simulation scripts, written in C++ or Python, create,
setup, and install the network components onto nodes. Ten scripts were written to test the active
clustering implementation and a demonstration script simulates the experiment.
PyViz, a python module in NS-3 version 3.28, was used to visualize the mobile vehicles and
their communications during simulations. Visualized cluster association was added to this
python script for simple validation of cluster formations for this work.
The ns3::Application class was extended to implement the active and hybrid clustering
technique and is named ClusterApplication. The ClusterApplication has two Wifi net device
interfaces for transmitting and receiving on long-range and short-range channels. The three main
methods which handle the clustering behavior are HandleRead(), Send(), and UpdateLists().
HandleRead() parses the packet header, updates state information and schedules send events.
Send() transmits packets based off state information. UpdateLists() is periodically run to update
state information and to remove stale information. A ClusterApplication is installed on all nodes
in the simulations.
The existing ns3::Mobility module was not adequate to model the behavior of vehicles, so it
was extended to add accelerate and decelerate behavior to the vehicles for testing of adding and
removing clusters.
The appendices contain diagrams depicting the implementation of the experiment. The
components in bold in the appendices represent the added hybrid technique proposed which was
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extended from the active technique. Appendix A contains two state machine diagrams depicting
the conditions when transitions occur between the three vehicles’ states in both Active and
Passive modes of the hybrid method: STANDALONE; CM; CH. Pseudocode of the Hybrid
Clustering algorithm class is presented in Appendix B. Appendix C contains the UML of the
new VANET NS-3 module which holds all the classes that were created in this work to
demonstrate the hybrid clustering technique.

Conclusion
This section presented detailed modifications to an existing active clustering strategy, while
directly addressing the problems identified in the problem statement. It aims to reduce the
control overhead inherent in active clustering techniques. In passive mode, mobility information
is still periodically broadcast or embedded in packet headers in a condensed format addressing
the problem with passive techniques. A motivating example, justification for approach,
proposed implementation plan, and the experiment design were presented.
The key benefit of this hybrid technique is the reduced utilization of the control channel in
areas of high node density, while the cluster head still maintains mobility awareness of its cluster
members through the passive technique.
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Chapter 4

Results

This chapter provides visuals, results, analysis and findings on the data from the NS-3
simulations described in the experiment design section of the Methodology chapter, comparing
the performance of a VANET with an active clustering technique versus the presented hybrid
clustering technique with varying parameters.

Simulation Visuals
The following set of figures are screen captures of the PyViz output depicting the vehicle
locations and the cluster associations at beginning, halfway and end of the 45 second simulation.
The clustering algorithm never varied in all runs of the simulation and only the
beaconing/clustering mode after the clusters are formed and generated service traffic are
modified for every simulation, therefore the following figures depict all simulation results.

Figure 14. PyViz Screen Capture of Initial State of Simulation
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The simulation began (Figure 14) without any cluster associations with the evaluated cluster
(cluster of nine vehicles) 400 meters away and moving with a velocity of 36 m/s to the right.
400 meters was chosen because it is the effective range of the control channel. The large group
of 180 vehicles were all assigned a random low velocity, simulating stop and go traffic. This
was necessary for the active clustering to function.

Figure 15. PyViz Screen Capture Halfway Through Simulation
At 22.5 seconds, the evaluated cluster had traveled to the right and passed by about half of the
semi-stationary vehicles. All vehicles have a cluster assignment. The clustering algorithm
determined cluster head suitability by favoring the longest lasting clusters, in an effort to prevent
rapid topology changes. In addition, clusters members did not search for a new cluster until they
were out of range of their current cluster, resulting in the clusters depicted.
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Figure 16. PyViz Screen Capture End of Simulation
After 45 seconds, the evaluated cluster had traveled further and was once again outside of the
effective control channel range (400m) of all vehicles in the semi-stationary cluster.

Results and Analysis
NS-3 is organized in a way so that the application models and simulation scripts classes are
decoupled. Application models were created to implement the clustering technique and simulate
an application running on a vehicle, sending and receiving messages over the two wireless
interface devices. The NS-3 simulation script classes defined and executed a specified simulated
scenario.
For every run of the simulation, the same simulation script described in the Methodology
chapter was used to generate both the active and hybrid clustering results data. The difference
between the scripts at each service channel load was the threshold value for when clusters
switched to passive mode. The active technique simulation set this value at 100%, so that all
clusters remained in active clustering mode for the duration of the simulation. The hybrid
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technique simulation set this threshold value at 50% unless specified otherwise, allowing for
clusters to switch to the passive mode and reduce the utilization.
The threshold value of 50% was chosen based off analysis of the active technique simulation
results. The vast majority of transmission delays from cluster members occurred when the
utilization was greater than 50% (Figure 17-20). Since the purpose the hybrid technique was to
reduce delays, this was the reason a 50% threshold was chosen.
The simulation script defined an eight lane highway scenario of a cluster of nine vehicles
approaching a large stationary group of 180 vehicles in the oncoming four lanes and passing
them, lasting for 45 seconds. All results are recorded from the cluster head of the nine
approaching vehicles.
180 semi-stationary vehicles was chosen because this created a 120% congested VANET
scenario as calculated in the Control Channel Throughput Estimation section in the Introduction
chapter. This caused delays averaging from 20-40ms when the evaluated cluster is in range and
provided predictable results suitable for analysis.
As mentioned in the Methodology chapter, to prevent the clusters from synchronizing in
hybrid mode, the cooldown interval count was randomized between 15 and 30 intervals (1.5 – 3
seconds). The random cooldown interval prevented all clusters from switching to and from
passive mode at the same time and allowed the utilization to level out.
The random number was generated from the simulation time which resulted in variability
between the simulation runs because by changing the service channel interval, it changed the
timing of clusters and therefore varied the random number generated between simulations. This
resulted in different clusters being set to passive mode at different times for each run.
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The following charts depict the results of the experiment defined in the Methodology section.
Every point represents an evaluation interval, which is defined as 5 control channel intervals and
equals a period of 0.5 seconds. All measurements were made from the perspective of the cluster
head of the mobile cluster.
Results: Control Simulation Analysis

Figure 17. Active vs. Hybrid Clustering Technique Control Simulation
Figure 17 depicts the simulation run under the set of control parameters and provides a basis
for comparison to the results presented in this chapter.
The active control channel utilization followed an expected trend of a parabolic rise to 80%
until the evaluated cluster reached the halfway point in the cluster, then it began falling as the
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evaluated cluster moved away from the semi-stationary vehicles. The majority of the delays
occurred in the active technique when the utilization was higher than 50%. For this reason, 50%
was the chosen threshold utilized in the hybrid technique in an effort to reduce these delays.
The hybrid technique successfully kept the control channel utilization from exceeding the
threshold of 50%. The utilization chart clearly depicts when clusters in range of the evaluated
cluster went into and out of passive mode from observing the sudden changes of utilization.
The control channel packet delivery ratio (PDR) was calculated by the number of beacons that
the evaluated cluster head successfully received, divided by the number of beacons senders
attempted to send from the perspective of the mobile cluster head of the evaluation cluster. As
presented in the literature review, the hidden terminal problem and a congested network are the
two causes of packet loss; both impacted the PDR in this simulation.

t0

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

Figure 18. Control Channel Packet Delivery Ratio Temporal Analysis
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Figure 18 correlates the simulation with the control channel PDR results depicting key
moments in time, which is referenced in the paragraphs below. The dotted line circles are an in
scale representation of the effective transmission range of the control channel (400m).
The two steady 80% periods of PDR (t1 to t2 and t5 to t6) was primarily caused by congestion
in the modified DCF protocol. In the Introduction chapter, it was estimated that 7.2 Mbps was
required to support 180 beaconing vehicles. IEEE VANET standards recommend 6 Mbps and 6
Mbps / 7.2 Mbps = 83%. Approximately 20% of the packets were dropped because the senders
were unable to sense an open time slot to transmit before dropping the packet.
The decline to 60%, then rise back to 80% of the PDR (t2 to t5) is attributed to the hidden
terminal problem described in the Literature Review chapter. The length of the semi-stationary
cluster was 675 meters and the control channel range was 400 meters.
Once the evaluated cluster had traveled over 400 meters inside the semi-stationary group of
vehicles, the number of the vehicles that fit the proximity conditions of the hidden terminal
problem began to steadily increase from 0 (at t2). The proximity condition of the hidden terminal
problem is: two senders not in transmission range of one another, but in transmission range of a
receiver, who in this scenario is the evaluated cluster head. As the number of vehicles that fit
the hidden terminal problem’s proximity condition increased, so did the probability of two of
those vehicles transmitting a message at the same time, causing increasing packet loss. At t3, the
number of vehicles meeting the conditions of the hidden terminal problem no longer increased
because all vehicles in the simulation were in range of the evaluated cluster head. The PDR at
this point plateaued at 60% until t4, then began slowly rising to 80% as the number of vehicles
meeting the hidden terminal proximity condition decreased until t5.
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The length of delays from evaluated cluster members was directly affected by packet loss and
delays incurred, where the delays were higher the more vehicles that were in range caused
congestion and longer delays with the modified DCF protocol. The random back-off in the
modified DCF procedure caused variances in the behavior of delay. In the modified DCF, the
recurring interval produced a cyclic effect on the vehicles’ delay patterns, resulting in curve-like
increases of the mean delay over time.
Results: Service Channel Load Analysis

Figure 19. Comparing Service Channel Load Intervals: 50ms, 100ms and 150ms
Figure 19 depicts the results varying the service channel load by varying the interval simulated
traffic is sent. From analyzing the results, the active technique is not dependent on the service
channel load and therefore did not vary between runs with different loads. The active
technique’s purpose was to serve as a baseline for comparison to the hybrid technique.
In the simulations where the service channel interval was greater than or equal to the control
channel interval (100ms and 150ms service channel interval) and there was no service channel
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traffic, the hybrid technique had a 6% higher service channel utilization due to generated
PassiveMobilityUpdate messages, detected from the evaluated cluster and nearby clusters in
passive mode. In the simulation with the generated service channel load of 50ms, the
PassiveMobilityUpdate messages were not transmitted since the cluster head in passive mode
received periodic updates from parsing the encoded bytes in the packet headers of the received
service channel traffic.
The control channel PDR charts indicate that due to the reduced utilization, the PDR stayed
high in most cases as the modified DCF protocol was able to utilize the time slots left open by
the clusters in passive mode. When a cluster returned to active mode, this resulted in a brief
interval period of packet loss as some senders were unable to send before expiration in the
modified DCF protocol. The table below identifies when drops caused by sudden entry into the
control channel occurred.
Table 10
Occurrences of Packet Loss due to modified DCF protocol
Chart
Occurrences (sec)
No Service Load
150ms
100ms
50ms

20, 36
16, 18
10.5, 21, 26
16, 30

The PDR of the control channel in hybrid mode was still subject to the hidden terminal
problem. As established in the previous active mode analysis, the condition of the hidden
terminal problem existed between t2 and t5 (14 and 20 seconds). In the hybrid simulations,
clusters of vehicles in active mode may be transmitting at the same time, causing sporadic, 10-
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20% drops in PDR. This caused PDR to persist and slowly increased or decreased as the
evaluated cluster moved and changed the conditions of the hidden terminal problem.
Table 11
Occurrences of Packet Loss due to Hidden Terminal Problem
Chart
Occurrence Time Span (sec) and Severity (%)
No Service Load
150ms
100ms
50ms

[21-26] 20%
[19.5-22.5] 15%
[22-24] 20%
[18-21] 5%

[25-28] 15%

However these packet drops on the control channel rarely occurred between the evaluated
cluster head and the cluster member. One reason for this is that clustered vehicles are relatively
close in distance, so the number of nodes meeting the hidden terminal conditions stays low and
so the odds of two vehicles in that set transmitting at the same time are also low.
Delays between the evaluated cluster head and members were significantly reduced or
eliminated when compared to the active clustering technique. The main source of these delays
came from the modified DCF protocol. When the evaluated cluster or any other cluster in range
returned to active mode, the evaluated cluster experienced minor mean delays, ~10ms, as the
modified DCF protocol utilized the channel time. In the 150ms simulation, the evaluated cluster
stayed in active mode for longer periods and therefore experienced more of the minor delays
described.
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Results: Beacon Size Analysis

Figure 20. Comparing Beacon Sizes: 250 bytes, 350 bytes and 450 bytes (max delay 250ms)

Figure 21. Comparing Beacon Sizes: 550 bytes, 650 bytes and 750 bytes (max delay 250ms)
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The results in Figure 20 and 21 support the logical reasoning that large beacon sizes require
more channel utilization to transmit. Note that even in a non-congested environment, the hidden
terminal problem still causes packet loss from distance vehicles. The 750 byte beacon size
simulation caused delays over 200ms, therefore the scale of all the charts in this set was adjusted
for a maximum value of 250 ms. The hybrid technique was effective at keeping the control
channel utilization below 50% and nearly eliminated delays from cluster members caused by
congestion at the varying beacon sizes.
Results: Hybrid Threshold Analysis

Figure 22. Comparing Hybrid Threshold Results: 25%, 35% and 45%
The charts in Figure 22 compare the active technique (threshold set at 100%) against the
hybrid technique with the threshold set at 25%, 35% and 45% respectively. The hybrid
technique successfully controls the control channel utilization to the respective value in each
simulation. The service channel utilization is observed to be higher in these simulations since
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there are more clusters in passive mode sending PassiveMobilityUpdate messages. In general,
clusters were set to passive mode before they encountered delays caused by congestion.

Figure 23. Comparing Hybrid Threshold Results: 55%, 65% and 75%
Figure 23 depicts results from simulations where the hybrid threshold values were set higher
than 50%. In the hybrid simulation, congestion caused delays from cluster members as high as
the active mode until the evaluated cluster switched to passive mode. From observing the
progression of the results in the hybrid simulations, the higher utilization thresholds caused
delays from congestion to persist for longer amounts of time before the system reacts with
passive mode. This effect increased with higher threshold values.
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Results: Vehicle Density Analysis

Figure 24. Comparing Vehicle Densities: 129, 189 and 249 (max delay 160ms)
Figure 24 depicts charts from simulations which vary the vehicle densities. The area that the
semi-stationary vehicles in each simulation spanned were held constant. The vehicle density was
adjusted by reducing the number of vehicles by 30% and increasing by 30% from the control
simulation. The 129 vehicle simulation did not cause enough congestion on the control channel
to show a difference between the two techniques. As expected, the control channel utilization
increased with vehicle density. More vehicles in the simulation meant there were more vehicles
in passive mode, generating more service channel usage. The hybrid technique proved very
effective at reducing the delays from cluster members in the 189 and 249 vehicle simulation.

Findings
Overall, the hybrid technique was effective at keeping the utilization under 50% by
dynamically detecting and switching clusters to passive mode, throughout varied beacon sizes
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and vehicle densities. In simulations where service traffic was generated, if the service channel
interval was less than the control channel interval, no message overhead was required since
position information was embedded into the headers of the service channel traffic and the cluster
head received frequent updates. Otherwise, a small overhead of PassiveMobilityUpdates was
required on the service channel and generated a small percentage of the utilization.
This chapter discussed the two main causes of packet loss: modified DCF packet expiration
and the hidden terminal problem and then identified where they occurred in the results. The
hybrid technique was effective at addressing the packet loss incurred from the modified DCF
process by reducing the congestion, however it was still subject to packet loss occurrences from
the hidden terminal problem. Switching in and out of cluster modes randomized and reduced
the occurrences of these issues.
However, the hybrid clustering technique was very effective at reducing or eliminating the
delay between the cluster members and cluster head. Reducing the utilization to a maximum of
50% gave the modified DCF protocol the ability to quickly find time slots for new vehicles
transmitting beacon transmissions resulting in major reduction of delays. The results directly
support the hypothesis that the hybrid technique effectively reduces the delay caused by
congestion.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions, Implications, Recommendations and Summary

This final chapter presents a conclusion identifying the limitations and strengths found in the
results, implications describing the contribution to the body of research, recommendations for
future work, and a summary of the entire dissertation report. A condensed version of this work
was presented and was well received at the 2019 IEEE ComSoc International Communications
and Quality and Reliability workshop (CQR) in Naples, Florida. The work was published in the
conference proceedings (Moore & Liu 2019).

Conclusions
The purpose of the hybrid clustering technique is to reduce congestion-induced messaging
delays in clustering and to increase the scalability of VANETs in urban environments. The
results in the previous chapter clearly showed a vast reduction of message delay between the
cluster head and member compared to existing clustering techniques utilizing beacons. This
hybrid technique will allow VANETs to support a higher density of vehicles without severe
network performance degradation. The findings from the results indicate that the initial goals of
eliminating the negative effects of congestion were met.
Limitations of Hybrid Technique
The hybrid clustering technique prioritizes timeliness of the message and reduction of delay
over precision of location. The simulation experiment demonstrated 8 bit precision, however if
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more bits are available, this work provides the model to support a more precise location,
doubling in precision for every bit available to be used in the header of service channel packets.
In addition, when a cluster switches to passive mode, the security payload present in the
active technique beacons is lost for messages received by the cluster head from cluster members.
This may not be a major concern since once a cluster is formed, trust has been developed
between the cluster head and members prior to passive mode. The cluster members still receive
the security payload from the cluster head because the cluster head continues to beacon on the
control channel.
One limitation identified in the findings were the delays incurred by the modified DCF
protocol when a cluster returns to active mode. There are small levels of packet loss as some
senders’ transmissions expired because they were unable to find an open slot to transmit initially.
This only occurred briefly since the PDR returned to 100% by the next interval. Longer
cooldown periods could reduce the frequency of this occurrence.
The final limitation of the hybrid technique is that it does not detect and avoid delays caused
by packet drops due to the hidden terminal problem. These packet drops were evident in the
results when evaluating the PDR, which accounts for all in-range vehicle to vehicle
transmissions. The packet loss did not exist in the delays measured between the evaluated
cluster head and cluster member due to the vehicle speed and relative proximity. In supporting
ITS applications, reducing delays in cluster communications is likely more important than
reducing delays in beacons originating from neighbors in the VANET environment. In addition,
with the scalability that the hybrid technique brings, it may allow for RTS/CTS transmission to
be a viable solution for the VANET environment.
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Limitations of Network Simulation
Results may be heavily influenced by the way the NS-3 simulation was setup. Careful
consideration in design was made to not give a particular technique any unique or unfair
advantages. The goal of the simulation implementation was to present a realistic urban VANET
scenario that produced results that may be analyzed and clearly understood.
As noted in the findings, the simulations varied in the hybrid mode in which different clusters
switched to passive mode, generating slightly different results in PDR and delay.
During the implementation of the simulation, eight system test scripts were developed to
validate the functionality of the active and hybrid techniques. The active technique was
implemented and validated with scripts testing R&M’s 2r stable and r-stable lists, cluster head
suitability, and adding and removing cluster members from clusters. Metrics were captured and
presented during the dissertation proposal showing how congestion negatively impacted message
delivery in active techniques. Then, the hybrid technique was implemented as an extension to
the active technique and validated with scripts that tested the hybrid switch functionality, the
encoding and decoding of position information, ensuring the encoded position changed
appropriately as the relative position in the cluster changed. Finally, a script was created to
validate the differing service channel loads.
Strengths of the Hybrid Technique
As shown in the findings, the presented hybrid technique reduced the negative effects of
congestion. The hybrid technique assumes highway vehicles in a VANET spend most of their
time nearby other vehicles in a clustered state. For this reason, halting beacons over the long
range control channel and sending mobility information over the short range service channel for
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cluster members in areas of high vehicle density was an effective strategy for congestion control
in the VANET domain. By controlling congestion, the scalability of the VANET was also
increased and able to support a higher density of vehicles without delays in beacon information.
In addition, in a multi-channel VANET, the service channel may have a much shorter range
than the control channel, which supports a higher density of vehicles with the same bandwidth.
The results showed that moving and encoding beaconing on to the service channel did not
significantly increase the utilization of the service channel. In fact, the results found that when
the service channel was highly utilized (in the 50ms chart) no extra service channel utilization
was required since the beacons were reduced to a relative position to the cluster head and packed
into the header.
Implementing passive mode at the cluster level, as opposed to VANET-wide, is an intuitive
approach when considering the presented motivating example and the problem. In realistic
scenarios, vehicle densities may vary widely across a landscape and this approach dynamically
adapts the clustering strategy to the varied landscape.
Many other forms of congestion control involve dynamically increasing the beacon interval to
reduce the congestion, however ITS applications handle the safety and well-being of passengers
in fast moving vehicles and therefore have a low tolerance for delayed beacon updates, thus the
hybrid technique to reduce this delay may be required. Milliseconds of delay may be critical to
the successful operation of these ITS applications ("IEEE Std 1609.0-2013," 2013; "IEEE Std
1609.3-2016," 2016).
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Implications
In the past decade, the self-driving car industry has fueled VANET research tasked with
solving the research problems supporting ITS applications. The VANET research domain has a
unique task of dynamically networking and clustering fast-moving vehicles. The hybrid
clustering technique contributes to the body of knowledge by presenting and exploring a solution
to the problem of scalability in VANETs. It ensures a quality of service for ITS applications by
dynamically moving/eliminating beaconing overhead to a service channel, which at a lower
range may support a higher density of vehicles.
In addition, (Cooper et al., 2017) concluded no hybrid or dynamically-switched active-passive
clustering techniques have been proposed in literature to this date. Keyword searches in research
databases have found this remains true in April 2019. This research is unique, with a clustering
technique focused on optimizing network performance instead of cluster formation. The hybrid
technique may be generalized and used with any multi-channel clustering algorithm that utilizes
periodic beaconing (classified as active clustering).
This work is intended to be included in the growing body of VANET research. A realistic
and viable solution to the problem of scalability in VANETs was presented and demonstrated to
be effective. The author of this work wishes this research to be considered in the designing and
adoption of future VANET communications standards.

Recommendations
Hybrid Switch Based on Beacon Delays
Instead of relying on channel utilization, which does not account for the hidden terminal
problem, cluster heads can measure packet delays from cluster members and if they are
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unacceptable over a period of time, switch to passive mode. This allows for the switch to also
handle packet loss/delays incurred by the hidden terminal problem as well as congestion. More
research will be required to further define what is considered unacceptable delays.
Bring Back RTS/CTS to Address Hidden Terminal Problem
The results found that the hybrid technique was subject to packet loss caused by the hidden
terminal problem. RTS/CTS was designed to address the hidden terminal problem, however it is
disabled in the current VANET DCF to support short, temporary, connections and to multicast
communications. With the increase of scalability the hybrid technique brings, there could be
room for RTS/CTS to return to address the hidden terminal problem for inter-cluster unicast
transmissions. More research may be required to address the hidden terminal problem in
multicast transmissions.
Leveraging GPS and Map Data for Cluster Maintenance
With the proposed methodology, it is possible for a vehicle to be a member of a cluster, yet
have exited off the highway and be traveling parallel within r range of the cluster, remaining
stable with it. To be able to detect when a vehicle’s route differs from the cluster head’s route
sooner, a moving zone approach may be used (Lin et al., 2017). This approach leverages precise
GPS coordinates and detailed shared maps in all vehicles to detect and form clusters in an
efficient manner with proper roadway constraints. In addition, the MoZo approach efficiently
forms clusters on curved roadways as well, because most clustering algorithms form clusters
based on speed and direction, which may be more varied on a curve.
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Summary
Industry, academia, and government agencies have partnered together to fund research to
establish VANET standards to support ITS applications. Clustering is a domain of VANET
research which organizes moving vehicles into logical groups to reduce transmission overhead
and establish communication with nearby vehicles efficiently.
(Cooper et al., 2017) has classified clustering algorithms into active and passive techniques.
Active techniques actively maintain cluster formations through periodic beaconing, however this
may cause network congestion in areas of high vehicle density, such as in an urban environment.
It is estimated that 7.2 Mbps of bandwidth is required to handle the beacons of 180 vehicles
within an 800 meter range. The DRSC recommends a throughput rate of 6 Mbps, resulting in a
20% congested control channel.
Passive techniques use embedded information in packet headers and establish cluster
topologies as needed. However, passive clusters are vulnerable to packet loss due to high node
mobility in sporadic network conditions.
This work presents a hybrid (active-passive) cluster technique for VANETs that leverages the
advantages of both techniques as a form of congestion control. Many other congestion control
strategies simply lengthen the beacon interval, however ITS applications may not be tolerant to
such delays.
The active clustering technique presented by (Rawashdeh & Mahmud, 2012) was extended
and modified to implement the new hybrid technique and then compared for analysis. These
modifications included having all cluster heads in a VANET scenario detect the control channel
utilization by tracking parameters of the DCF protocol. On every interval, the cluster head keeps
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track of how long the channel is in a busy state and divides that time by the interval to gather the
channel utilization statistics. If this value exceeds a set threshold, the cluster switches to a
passive mode from the default active mode. The cluster head will continue to beacon and upon
switching, set a bit allocated in the beacon to indicate the switch to passive mode. When cluster
members receive a beacon from their cluster head indicating passive mode, they then switch to
passive mode. Cluster members halt their beaconing over the control channel and begin
embedding an encoded position information into the packet headers of service channel traffic.
This encoding represents an area relative the cluster head and its precision is dependent on the
number of bits available in the header. If the cluster member does not generate service channel
traffic, a PassiveMobilityUpdate is transmitted over the service channel to the cluster head which
is a packet header without a payload with the embedded encoding.
In passive mode, the cluster continues to listen and measure the control channel utilization.
When the utilization stays under a set threshold for a set cooldown period, the cluster returns to
active mode, where all vehicles in the cluster beacon over the control channel.
NS-3 was the network simulator chosen to test and evaluate the performance of this new
methodology. (Rawashdeh & Mahmud, 2012) was implemented and validated in NS-3 and its
performance was evaluated in a 20% over-congested scenario. The network performance
parameters evaluated were the utilization, PDR, and delay of messages from cluster members.
The utilization rose in a parabolic rise to 80% and fell when fewer vehicles came in range of the
evaluated cluster. The PDR findings identified two causes of packet loss. One cause of packet
loss was due to the modified DCF protocol dropping 20% of the packets due to time-out
expiration. The other cause was due to the hidden terminal problem. In the time span where
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conditions of the hidden terminal problem could exist, another 20% of the packets were lost.
The packet loss also contributed to the delays, showing delays up to 60 ms for beacons in a 189vehicle scenario.
The hybrid functionality was implemented in NS-3 as an extension to the active technique and
the same simulation was run at differing service channel loads: no service channel load; 256
bytes sent every 150 ms; 256 bytes sent every 100 ms; 256 bytes sent every 50 ms. In every
scenario, the hybrid technique successfully kept the control channel utilization under the set
threshold. The service channel utilization results were as expected, with a slight increase due to
PassiveMobilityMessages sent at all levels except for the 50 ms interval, where the active and
hybrid techniques had the same service channel utilization.
Simulations were run testing the hybrid threshold value at varying levels. The finding was
50% was the ideal threshold value, allowing for active mode beacons to exist without
contributing to significant delay caused by congestion. The hybrid technique was also shown to
perform well at various beacon sizes and vehicle densities.
The findings noted very brief instances of packet loss when a cluster in range returned to
active mode while the evaluated cluster was in active mode, but since the utilization was under
50%, allocations for the new traffic was found quickly. The hybrid technique also reduced the
occurrence of packet loss due to the hidden terminal problem. This problem was limited to
communications between distant vehicles and was not observed in delays between cluster
members and cluster heads. The relative proximity of the cluster members reduced/eliminated
the conditions that cause the hidden terminal problem. Overall the hybrid clustering technique
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demonstrated a significant reduction of delays between the cluster head and members when
compared to an active technique in a realistic, urban and congested VANET environment.
This work contributes to the body of VANET research by presenting and demonstrating a
viable solution to the problem of scalability in VANETs. Moving beaconing activities to a lower
ranged service channel is an intuitive approach because lower range channels can support a
higher density of vehicles. The results have shown a negligible impact on the service channel
utilization and performance, especially in scenarios with a high service channel utilization. As
the research in the VANET domain grows and matures, the author wishes for this work to be
considered for adoption as a standard for VANET clustering communications due to the success
of the hybrid technique at controlling congestion.
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Appendix A: Active and Passive Clustering State Machine
The following diagrams depict the internal processes and conditions vehicles transition
between the cluster member (CM), cluster head (CH) and standalone states. Bold text in the
passive clustering state machine highlight the differences in the active mode clustering.

Active Mode Clustering State Machine
CM
FORM_CLUSTER packet received
from rStable member
during CH Election
If haven’t heard from
CH in over staleInfoThreshold

Or if my CH is no longer a CH:
If CM can merge
Stay CM and merge
Otherwise

STANDALONE

Initial

Cancel scheduled send of FORM_CLUSTER packet
Beacon periodically over control channel
and update rStable and 2rStable lists

Beacon periodically over control channel
and update rStable and 2rStable lists
Slowest vehicle in 2rStable becomes COV
and sends INITIATE_CLUSTER packet
Upon reciept of INITIATE_CLUSTER, begin CH election
and calculate wait time based on CH suitability
Wait for calculated wait time and send FORM_CLUSTER

If merge evaluation returned
a more suitable cluster
If rStable and cluster lists are empty

CH

Wait time expired and FORM_CLUSTER packet sent

Beacon periodically over control channel
and update rStable and 2rStable lists
Periodically conduct merge evaluations

Passive Mode State Machine
CM
After each beacon from CH:
If distance from CH > r
Send LeavingCluster

Cancel scheduled send of FORM_CLUSTER
Embed mobility messages into the packet headers of network traffic
If there is no traffic during a passive update period
Send PassiveMobilityUpdate message over service channel to CH
Update rStable list from beacons and packet headers from neighbors

STANDALONE
Beacon periodically over control channel
and update rStable and 2rStable lists
Slowest vehicle in 2rStable becomes COV
and sends INITIATE_CLUSTER packet
Upon reciept of INITIATE_CLUSTER, begin CH election
and calculate wait time based on CH suitability
Wait for calculated wait time and send FORM_CLUSTER

If haven’t heard from
CH in over staleInfoThreshold
FORM_CLUSTER packet received
from rStable member
If MergeEvaluation() returned
during CH Election
a more suitable cluster

If rStable and cluster lists are empty

CH
Wait time expired and FORM_CLUSTER packet sent

Beacon periodically over control channel
and update rStable and 2rStable lists
Periodically conduct MergeEvaluation()
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Appendix B: Hybrid Clustering Algorithm Pseudocode
This diagram models the hybrid clustering algorithm as an application installed on every
vehicle with two transceiver interfaces (short-range service and long-range control). All
transmissions occur on the control channel unless explicitly stated to be on the service channel.
void Send(void)
Send is called from a previously scheduled event, triggered by a received packet or a set interval. The behavior is
dependent on status at the time the event is triggered.
If status == CLUSTER_INITIALIZATION:
Transmit a Beacon Packet
InitiateCluster()
Schedule(cch_interval, Send())
If status == CLUSTER_HEAD_ELECTION: (performed by COV)
Transmit a InitiateCluster packet
Calculate tWait
Schedule(tWait, FormCluster())
If status == CLUSTER_FORMATION:
state <- CH
clusterId <- my Id
Transmit a FormCluster packet
status <- CLUSTER_UPDATE
Call UpdateLists()
If status == CLUSTER_UPDATE: // I am in a formed cluster
If I am CH:
if utilization > threshold:
if clusterMode == ACTIVE:
clusterMode <- PASSIVE
cooldown <- UniformVariable(setCooldownPeriod-15, setCooldownPeriod)
else if (utilization <= threshold && clusterMode == PASSIVE:
if cooldown > 0:
cooldown <- cooldown -1
else:
clusterMode <- ACTIVE
if I am CM and clusterMode == PASSIVE:
if (Simulator.Now() - previousPacketTS) >= interval*.95:
byteCode <- EncodePosition()
Transmit PassiveMobilityUpdate Packet over Service channel
previousPacketTS <- Simulator.Now()
else:
Trasmit Beacon Packet
Schedule(cch_interval, Send())
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void HandleReadControl(Ptr<Socket>)
HandleRead reads and parses the incoming packet and processes it based off of the
packet header identified by class type
If BeaconHeader is received:
Parse NeighborInfo from payload
If Beacon is from my CH:
If my clusterMode == ACTIVE && sender.ClusterMode == PASSIVE:
Schedule(timeWindow, Send())
clusterMode <-- Sender's clusterMode
If I am stable with neighbor:
If inside rDistance from neighbor:
Update/insert NeighborInfo into rStablelist
If inside 2*rDistance from neighbor:
Update/insert NeighborInfo into 2rStablelist
else (not stable with neighbor)
Remove entry from rStable and 2rStable
If not stable neighbor is my CH:
state <-STANDALONE
If status == CLUSTER_UPDATE:
If state == CH:
If NeighborInfo was from my CM:
Update ClusterList
else:
If clusterList.size() == 0
MergeEvaluation()
If state == CM:
Calculate distance
If state == STANDALONE:
MergeEvaluation()
If InitiateClusterHeader is recieved (from cluster originating vehicle):
If status == CLUSTER_INITIALIZATION:
status <- CLUSTER_HEAD_ELECTION
If sender is in 2rStableList:
Calculate tWait value based on CH suitability
Schedule FormCluster() tWait seconds from now
else:
status <- CLUSTER_INITIALIZATION
If FormClusterHeader is received (from winner of CH election):
If FormClusterHeader was received from a member in rStableList:
If status == CLUSTER_HEAD_ELECTION:
status <- CLUSTER_FORMATION
Cancel scheduled FormCluster
status <- CLUSTER_UPDATE
state <- CM
clusterId <- Sender's id
Schedule (cch_interval, Send() )
UpdateLists()

InitiateCluster()
if I am the slowest moving vehicle in my 2rStablelist:
status <-CLUSTER_HEAD_ELECTION
Schedule( now, Send())

FormCluster()
status <- CLUSTER_FORMATION
Schedule( now, Send())

bool MergeEvaluation()
If the cluster with largest number of members is not my CH in
rStablelist:
clusterId <- largest clusterId
return True
return False

EncodePosition()
chPosition <- Lookup CH position in rStableList
xUnitsFromCH <- (myPosition.x - chPosition.x) / (rDistance / 8.0)
xUnitsRounded <- (int) (xUnitsFromCH + 0.5 - (xUnitsFromCH<0))
int xGridCoord = 8 + xUnitsRounded
yUnitsFromCH <- (myPosition.y - chPosition.y) / (rDistance / 8.0)
ynitsRounded <- (int) yUnitsFromCH + 0.5 - (yUnitsFromCH<0))
int yGridCoord = 128 + (16* yUnitsRounded)
return xGridCoord + yGridCoord

Schedule(Time, method)
In NS-3 discrete-event simulator, this method schedules future
calls to methods to be called after the time value duration has
passed. There cannot be more than one scheduled call per
method. When Schedule is called, it cancels any pending calls on
that method.
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void HandleReadService(Ptr<Socket>)
HandleReadService reads and parses the incoming packet and processes it based off of the packet
header identified by class type
If PassiveMobilityHeader from sender is received:
byteCode <- PassiveMobilityHeader.GetByteCode()
Send service channel message up the network layer for handling
if ClusterMode == ACTIVE:
return
if state == CH && sender is in cluster:
senderPosition <- DecodeByteCode(currentMobility.position, byteCode)
else if state == CM:
senderInfo <- check r-stable list for sender
senderPosition <- DecodeByteCode(senderInfo.position, byteCode)
Update r-stable, 2r-stable and clusterList (if CH) with new senderPosition

void GenerateServiceChannelTraffic()
if servicePacketInterval == 0:
return

UpdateLists()
UpdateLists() is an internal, periodic operation which removes
stale list entries and may change cluster state based on list
contents.
Maintains: clusterList ⊆rStableList ⊆2rStableList
Iterate through 2rStableList:
If now - entry.timestamp > staleInfoThreshold is found:
Remove entry from 2rStableList
If vehicle removed was CH:
state <- STANDALONE
Remove entry in 2rStableList and clusterList
else if entry.id == clusterId && entry.state != CH
If !MergeEvaluation()
state <- STANDALONE
If state == CH:
Iterate through clusterList:
If entry does not exist in rStable:
Remove entry from clusterList
If rStableList.size() == 0 && clusterListSize()==0
state <- STANDALONE

if (status == CLUSTER_UPDATE)
encodedPosition <- EncodePosition()
Transmit PassiveMobilityUpdate Packet of size: servicePacketSize over Service channel
if I am CM and clusterMode == PASSIVE:
Schedule(cch_interval, Send())

else if state == CM && my CH is in rStableList:
Get CH entry in rStableList
if (entry.state != CH)
If (!MergeEvaluation())
state <- STANDALONE
Transmit LeavingCluster Packet

Schedule(servicePacketInterval, GenerateServiceChannelTraffic())

Schedule(cch_interval, UpdateLists())

void DecodeByteCode(Vector position, int byteCode)
Vector decodedPosition
decodedPosition.x <- position.x + ((byteCode % 16) - 8)*(rDistance / 8.0)
decodedPosition.y <- position.y + (((int)(byteCode / 16)) - 8) * (rDistance / 8.0)
return decodedPosition
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Appendix C: UML Diagram of the Clustering Module Implemented in NS-3
The following UML diagram models all of the classes used to implement the hybrid
clustering application in the NS-3 simulation. Classes labeled in the NS-3 namespace (::ns3) are
existing NS-3 classes that were used or extended from for clustering.

Overview
Object :: ns3

Application :: ns3
MobilityModel :: ns3

ClusterApplication

<<Enumeration>>

VanetMobilityModel

WifiState :: ns3
<<Enumeration>>

VehicleState
+CH
+CM
+STANDALONE

IDLE
CCA_BUSY
TX
RX
SWITCHING
SLEEP
OFF

<<Enumeration>>

NodeStatus
+CLUSTER_UPDATE
+CLUSTER_INITIALIZATION
+CLUSTER_HEAD_ELECTION
+CLUSTER_FORMATION

ClusterData
Node :: ns3

Packet :: ns3

ClusterNode

<<Interface>>

Header :: ns3

BeaconHeader

InitiateClusterHeader

PassiveMobilityUpdate

FormClusterHeader

LeavingClusterHeader
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ClusterApplication part 1
-protcol :: TypeId
-controlListeningSocket :: Ptr<Socket>
-serviceListeningSocket :: Ptr<Socket>
-sendEvent ::TypeId
-controlSendingSocket :: Ptr<Socket>
-serviceListeningSocket :: Ptr<Socket>
-controlSendingAddress :: Address
-serviceSendingAddress :: Address
-sendServiceChannelPacket :: EventId
-cch_interval :: Time
-listRefreshInterval ::Time
-timeWindow :: double
-tracedNodeId :: int
-isStableVelocityThreshold :: double
-staleInfoThreshold :: double
-rDistance :: double
-minimumTdmaSlot :: double
-clusterTimeMetric :: double
-chElectionEvent :: EventId
-currentMobility :: ClusterData::NeighborInfo
-mobilityModel :: Ptr<VanetMobilityModel>
-clusterNode :: Ptr<Node>
-status :: NodeStatus
-clusterList :: map<int,NeighborInfo>
-rStableList :: map<int, NeighborInfo>
-2rStableList :: map<int, NeighborInfo>
-idleTimeNanosHybridSwitch :: double
-busyTimeNanosHybridSwitch :: double
-idleTimeNanosService :: double
-idleTimeNanosControl :: double
-packetReceivedCount :: double
-packetBeginCount :: double
-servicePacketReivedCount :: double
-servicePacketBeginCount :: double
-intervalCount :: int
-cumulativeBeaconDelay :: double
-beaconCount :: double
-threshold :: double
-setCooldownPeriod :: double
-cooldown :: double
-servicePacketInterval :: Time
-servicePacketSize :: double
-previousPacketTimeStamp :: Time

ClusterApplication part 2
+PhyRxBegin(String, Ptr <Packet>)
+ServicePhyRxBegin(String, Ptr <Packet>)
+PhyRxEnd(String, Ptr <Packet>)
+ServicePhyRxEnd(String, Ptr <Packet>)
+State(Time, Time, WifiState)
+ServiceState(Time, Time, WifiState)
-Send()
-HandleReadService()
-HandleReadControl()
-HandleAccept()
-HandleAcceptService()
-EvalIntervalExpired()
-CalculateUtilzation()
-GenerateServiceChannelTraffic()
-DecodeByteCode(Vector, int) :: Vector
-EncodePosition() :: int
-HandlePeerClose(Ptr<Socket>)
-HandlePeerError(Ptr<Socket>)
-ConnectionSucceeded(Ptr<Socket>)
-ConnectionFailed(Ptr<Socket>)
-ScheduleTransmit(Time)
-IsSlowestNode() : bool
-UpdateNeighbors()
-InitiateCluster()
-SuitabilityCheck() : double
-CalculateTWait() : double
-IsStable() : bool
-FormCluster()
-StatusReport()
-UpdateNeighborList()
-AcquireMobilityInfo()
-MergeEvaluation() : bool
-RemoveServiceSocket()
-StartListeningService()

Packet :: ns3
-m_buffer : Buffer
-m_byteTagList : ByteTagList
-m_packetTagList : PacketTagList
-m_metadata : PacketMetadata
-m_nixVector
-m_globalUID
+Packet(Packet)
+Packet(int)
+Packet(int, int, bool)
+CreateFragment(int, int) : Ptr<Packet>
+GetSize() : int
+AddHeader(Header)
+RemoveHeader(Header) : int
+RemoveHeader(Header, int) : int
+PeekHeader(Header) : int
+PeekHeader(Header, int) : int
+AddTrailer(Trailer)
+RemoveTrailer(Trailer) : int
+PeekTrailer(Trailer) : int
+AddAtEnd(Ptr<Packet>)
+RemoveAtEnd(int)
+RemoveAtStart(int)
+CopyData(int, int) : int
+CopyData(ostream, int)
+Copy() : Ptr<Packet>
+Print(ostream)
+ToString() : String
+BeginItem() : ItemIterator
+EnablePrinting()
+EnableChecking()
+GetSerializedSize() : int
+Serialize(int, int): int
+AddByteTag(Tag)
+SetNixVector(Ptr<NixVector)
+GetNixVector : Ptr<NixVector
-Packet(Buffer, ByteTagList,
PacketTagList, PacketMetadata)
-Deserialize(int int): int
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Node :: ns3
-m_id : int
-m_sid : int
-m_devices : Vector<Ptr<NetDevice>>
-m_applications : Vector<Ptr<Applicaton>>
-m_handlers : ProtocolHandlerList
-m_deviceAdditionalListeners :
DeviceAdditionalListenerList
+GetLocalTime : Time
+GetSystemId : int
+AddDevice(Ptr<NetDevice>) : int
+GetDevice(int) : Ptr<NetDevice>
+GetNDevices : int
+GetApplication(int) : Ptr<Application>
+GetApplications : int
-NotifyDeviceAdded(Ptr<NetDevice)
-NonPromiscReceiveFromDevice(Ptr<NetDevice>,
Ptr<Packet>, int, Address) : bool
-PromsicReceiveFromDevice(Ptr<NetDevice>,
Ptr<Packet>, int, Address, Address, PacketType) :
bool
-ReceiveFromDevice(Ptr<NetDevice,
Ptr<Packet>,int,Address, Address, PacketType,
bool) : bool
-Construct()

MobilityModel :: ns3
+GetPosition : Vector
+SetPosition(Vector)
+GetVelocity() : Vector
+GetDistanceFrom(Ptr<MobilityModel>) : double
+GetRelativeSpeed(Ptr<MobilityModel>) : double
+AssignStreams(int) : int
-NotifyCourseChange()

ClusterNode
-clusterHead : Ptr<ClusterNode>
+SetClusterHead(Ptr<ClusterNode>
+GetClusterHead : Ptr<ClusterNode>

Object :: ns3
m_tid : TypeId
+GetTypeId() : TypeId
-DoDispose()
-DoInitialize()

Application :: ns3
-m_node : Ptr<Node>
-m_stopTime : Time
-m_startTime : Time
-m_startEvent : EventId
-m_stopEvent : EventId
+SetStartTime(Time)
+SetStopTime(Time)
+GetNode() : Ptr<Node>
+SetNode(Ptr<Node>
+GetListeningSocket() : Ptr <Socket>
+GetSocket : Ptr <Socket>
-StartApplication()
-StopApplication()
-HandleRead(Ptr<Socket>)
-HandleAccept(Ptr<Socket>, Address)
-HandlePeerClose(Ptr<Socket>)
-HandlePeerError(Ptr<Socket>)
-ScheduleTransmit(Time)
-Send()
-ConnectionSucceeded(Ptr<Socket>)
-ConnectionFailed(Ptr<Socket)

ClusterData
+ts : Time
+id : int
+clusterId : int
+position : Vector
+velocity : Vector
+state : VehicleState
+securityData : double[]
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<<Interface>>

VanetMobilityModel

Header :: ns3
+GetSerializedSize() : int
+Serialize(Iterator)
+Deserialize(Interator) : int
+Print(ostream)

BeaconHeader
-m_seq : int
-m_mobilityInfo : NeighborInfo
+SetSeq(int)
+GetSeq() : int
+SetMobilityInfo(NeighborInfo)
+GetMobilityInfo() : NeighborInfo

InitiateClusterHeader
-m_clusterId : int
-m_ts : int
-m_seq : int
+GetTs() : Time
+SetClusterId(int)
+SetSeq(int)
+GetSeq() : int
+SetMobilityInfo(NeighborInfo)
+GetMobilityInfo() : NeighborInfo

FormClusterHeader
-m_seq : int
-m_mobilityInfo : NeighborInfo
+SetSeq(int)
+GetSeq() : int
+SetMobilityInfo(NeighborInfo)
+GetMobilityInfo() : NeighborInfo

-helper : ConstantVelocityHelper
-speedStream :
Ptr<RandomVariableStream>
-directionVariable :
Ptr<RandomVariableStream>
-bounds : Rectangle
-speedVariation : double
-direction : double
-velocity : double
-delerationDelay : Time
-accelerationDelay : Time
-accelFlag : bool
-decelFlag : bool
+SetDirection(double)
+SetVelocity(double)
+GetVelocityVector() : Vector
+SetSpeedVariation(double)
+SetDecelerationDelay(Time)
+SetAccelerationDelay(Time)
-Rebound(Time)
-DoWalk(Time)
-DoInitializePrivate()

PassiveMobilityUpdate
-m_seq : int
-m_encodedMobilityInfo : byte
+SetSeq(int)
+GetSeq() : int
+SetEncodedMobilityInfo(byte)
+GetEncodedMobilityInfo() : byte

LeavingClusterHeader
-m_seq : int
+SetSeq(int)
+GetSeq() : int
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